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Abstract

This thesis examines how John Gay portrays constructions of masculinity in domestic spaces—
the households, estates, and royal courts—of three plays: Three Hours After Marriage, Polly, and
Achilles. Gay illuminates how constructions of masculinity are ultimately linked to an emergent
sex/gender system based upon shifting ideas of masculine authority and patriarchal right in the eighteenth
century. Ultimately, Gay‟s drama reveals the concept of a “natural” sex to be little more than a cultural
construction. He criticizes the often artificial nature of masculinity, and posits that a masculine gender
identity becomes linked to power over the supposedly “natural,” feminine space of the domestic.
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Introduction

In “Historicizing Patriarchy,” Michael McKeon argues, “In the later seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, England acquired the modern wisdom that there are not one but two sexes;
that they are biologically distinct and therefore incommensurable; and that they are defined not
by behavior, which is variable, but by nature, which is not” (“Patriarchy” 301). A sex/gender
system presupposes both a distinction between sex and gender, and that the specific male or
female sex carries with it an according set or pattern of behaviors that might be termed a gender
script. The important distinction remains that the natural sex determines and defines the set of
behaviors, not vice-versa. A sex/gender system anchored gender identities in the presumably
fixed and stable territory of the body, rather than in the more fluid realm of culture. Within this
emerging set of terms, John Gay‟s plays examine constructions of masculinity that occur in and
around the private spaces like the household, the estate, or the court, and he uses these
constructions of masculinity to critique an emerging sex/gender system.
Gay satirizes these emerging notions of gender by undermining the allegedly natural
grounds of these gender scripts, thus revealing the essential artifice of masculinity. He often ties
his satire to examinations of masculine authority in private spaces, most often the domestic
household. Because the household was seen as a site of female authority, the traffic in domestic
spaces in Gay‟s plays is already a form of gender trouble. In Three Hours After Marriage, Polly,
and Achilles, Gay uses these spaces to examine how male characters exert their masculinity via
the control of females in this private sphere. Gay‟s explorations of authority tend not to address
the broader scope of personal, political rights, but the petty tyrannies enacted in the home, and he
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often codes these tyrannies as a set of gendered exchanges motivated by the need for masculine
affirmation. His satire takes aim at this perceived split between behavior and nature, using this
tension as a zone of gender play in which to think through the terms of social authority.
Two major threads emerge in the gender criticism of Gay scholars. Both examine
inherently exploitive power structures, as one major thread examines the juxtaposition of the
private and public roles of men and women, and the other examines women as a space of
“potential.” Dianne Dugaw examines these public and private roles through the lens of the
female warrior motif as it relates to love and heroism. She grounds her readings of Gay in an
examination of heroism and its gendered tradition. She writes, “Gay‟s story of female glory
prompted by love ultimately implies not only the maleness of heroism, but an economy of
conquest. Love and glory construct each other; the ideologies of both are far from clean” (Deep
Play 195). This “economy of conquest” drives Dugaw‟s observations of Gay, and she further
employs the female warrior motif to argue that Gay “destabilizes … the idealized reciprocity of
women and men in relation to each other; who wins wars and who wins hearts” (Warrior Women
194). She consistently juxtaposes the ostensibly public, masculine trope of heroism and the
private, feminine trope of erotic love in her focus on “the emergence of what will be to us
recognizable forms of male or female identity, gender-identified desire, and bourgeois marriage
and domestic life” (Deep Play 217). Yvonne Noble also writes on gender-identified desire,
arguing that Gay‟s drama explodes “the principle that women‟s sexual desire corresponds to
men‟s” (185). She also argues that gender identity in Gay‟s drama arises not from how the
characters perceive themselves, but “how [they] are apprehended by others” (198). David
Nokes, a prominent Gay biographer, downplays the gender question. He notes only that, in plays
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like Polly and Achilles, Gay “seems intent on disturbing our sense of gender distinctions” (462).
While Dugaw and Noble‟s juxtaposition of masculine and feminine tropes and its revelation of
“recognizable forms of male or female identity” is certainly correct, I locate these emerging
identities more in a sex/gender system than does either scholar, who read Gay more as a writer
from a romanticized, heroic tradition.
Rob Canfield approaches Gay‟s satire from a position of potential, expanding on
Dugaw‟s “economy of conquest.” He examines “woman‟s body and the landscape (or, the body
of the indigenous) as valued space” (48), and connects that potential to English imperialism. His
reading of Polly intertwines Lockean ideology and gender to critique the idea that the New
World acted as a rehabilitative place. Robert G. Dryden picks up on these Lockean undertones,
arguing that even in the New World, “the tenor of the marriage market is strictly economic”
(541). He connects marriage to piracy, arguing that males “pirate” the institution of marriage
and thereby view females as “a means for economic advancement” (545). This point closely
echoes Canfield‟s argument that “the imitations by the middle-class of Old World aristocratic
identity” (52) make impossible the viability of New World rehabilitative space. Both scholars
view gendered behavior as a hollow mimicry of Old World sociability. I expand upon this
argument by examining New World rehabilitative places as feminine spaces—how the New
World and the domestic, private sphere are connected. I examine how these spaces not only
reflect an “Old World aristocratic identity,” but how their masculine appropriation
simultaneously contributes to, and makes impossible, the idea of a “natural,” rehabilitative space.
The complications of delineating behavior and nature manifest themselves most clearly in
conceptions of femininity through domestic space, which in turn defines the public expression of
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masculinity. Nancy Armstrong points out that conduct books of the period describe emerging
gender scripts in profoundly heteronormalizing terms, representing “a specific configuration of
sexual features as the only appropriate object for men at all levels of society to want for a wife”
(“Rise” 96). Conceptualized as the natural social expression of an individual truth about the self,
gender scripts gave the appearance of a self-evident truth, grounded in the natural domain of sex.
Drawing on Armstrong‟s work, McKeon historicizes his argument about the modern separation
of categories like sex and gender, which make distinctions in formerly unified concepts, by
pointing to the changing nature of kingship and its relationship to ideas about power and the
household. John Locke‟s split from Sir Robert Filmer‟s familial analogy of kingship introduced
a more autonomous conception of the individual, in possession of individual rights rather than
kinship networks. McKeon theorizes that Locke‟s Second Treatise of Government (1690) rejects
Filmer‟s Patriarcha (1680), arguing that “Locke‟s famous argument … articulated the growing
conviction that the world of the family and that of the state were regulated by fundamentally
different—respectively customary and contractual—principles” (“Patriarchy” 297). These
differing principles also, McKeon suggests, restricted females to the emerging domestic sphere.
He says, “By restricting female identity to that of wife and mother, roles whose customary
authority in the broad domain of kinship was now gradually limited to the circumscribed domain
of the household, it conceived the contractual affairs of the polity as an exclusively male
preserve” (“Patriarchy” 297). McKeon locates the beginnings of a sex/gender system in a
contractual idea of kingship that relegates the “customary authority” of females to the household.
The sex/gender system then, is more about power than sex or gender; it seeks to consolidate male
authority and prerogative over females.
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Gay‟s plays apprehend a curious effect of this heteronormalizing separation; the authority
of the public sphere was grounded in the seeming naturalness of the private sphere, where
feminine gender scripts defined the tenor of the space. Armstrong‟s observation that “the
modern individual was first and foremost a female” (Desire 8) is borne out in Gay‟s plays, where
male characters must take their definition and create their meaning through women and through
feminine spaces. Such power invested in the domestic woman threatens to undermine the entire
notion of patriarchal and patrilineal relevance. The patriarchal remedy, to assert the natural and
defining force of sex through the sexual dominance of men, tethers the potential play in the
system to a new argument for male privilege in the “natural” strength and superiority of men as a
class of individuals. By defining the sexes according to nature rather than behavior, men create a
powerful, if deadening, justification for why women must inhabit domestic space, and, in
imposing such a role and site of existence upon women, the new economic man seeks to solidify
his embattled position of public authority. While Armstrong rightfully notes the “specific
configuration of sexual features” that aids in predetermining the rise of the domestic woman, the
sex/gender system appropriates these sexual features to create a submissive, private feminine
gender. If sex represents nature, then gender is not only a matter of behavior, but also becomes a
cultural and variable site of contested power and authority. To keep those variables in check,
then sex, primarily in the form of maleness, must present itself as an ordering principle, a
naturally authorized source of authority that prevents too much play in the system. But in his
own theatrical spaces of play, Gay experiments with the new terms of gender for comic effect
and, in so doing, exposes the production of the so-called natural. Three Hours After Marriage
explores authority in the household, satirizing the aging Dr. Fossile who attempts to assert his
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masculinity through the control of his new wife and household staff. Polly takes a more
contractarian approach, examining the dangers and expectations women face when negotiating
the social contract of marriage. Gay‟s Achilles illuminates this latent, masculine anxiety by
exposing how men often use gender scripts in an attempt to strip women of their agency, thereby
relegating them to the private sphere. In each of these cases, masculinity is a culturally produced
phenomenon that attempts to fix fluid gender identities. The attempt reveals the profound
instabilities of gender and the impossibility of a “natural” sex, as evidenced by the gender
exploration of Gay‟s characters. Although it would be false to claim that women enjoyed some
sort of free play prior to the eighteenth century, the establishment of binary terms such as
private/public, male/female, and even gender/sex act as cultural markers of patrilineal anxiety.
These terms and their implied power act as rationalizations for social order in the need to make
explicit what was once tacit.
Making explicit what was once tacit involves situating the masculine body as an
imaginative and literal representation of a fixed gender identity. In The Secret History of
Domesticity, McKeon connects explicit and tacit knowledge to the contractual idea of kingship,
which he terms the “devolution of absolutism.” The devolution of absolutism caused a
“disembodied” authority in McKeon‟s estimation, as the political power came to rest in political
entities separate from the king‟s literal body (12). Focusing on McKeon‟s characterization of
public authority as “disembodied” proves a viable way to link these gender scripts and the public
sphere. Jurgen Habermas refers to his “bourgeois public sphere” as a “formless humanity,” an
interesting turn of phrase considering McKeon‟s conception of political authority as disembodied
(85). This “formless humanity” thus, ironically, embodies disembodied authority. Locating or
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“re-embodying” authority in the male body secures masculine privilege in a modern patriarchy
dependent upon a sex/gender system. The embodiment of authority in the individual male
person rather than a patrilineal kin system culturally imposes the idea of a “natural” sex, which
suppresses gender “play.” Embodying cultural authority in the male is a self-perpetuating cycle.
The more “play” is suppressed, the more entrenched the sex/gender system becomes.
By painting the private sphere as societally necessary for the construction of masculinity,
Gay forces his audience to ask questions of themselves regarding the nature of social division,
the private/public spheres, and ultimately the meaning of the relationship between behavior and
identity. Dianne Dugaw maintains that Gay‟s satires “limned a world that human beings
negotiate relationally and politically at every turn” (Deep Play 57). Seeing the world as one to
be negotiated, Gay uses the terms of sex and gender in the “deep play” of his comedies, joking
about serious and sometimes life threatening situations in which men and women must prove
themselves either masculine or feminine. In a satiric and theatrical project that consistently
fights against the idea of a fixed nature or identity, Gay “moralizes about moralizing,” and in
“exposing the inherent self-deception in pontification, he targets the combined grandiosity and
impossibility of imagining morality in absolute terms removed from their specifics governed by
social relation, context, and either self-serving or subjecting power” (Deep Play 62). For Gay,
the prospect of a fixed identity that accompanied emerging ideas about the sex/gender system
and the split between private and public characterized the inherently exploitive personal
tyrannies he so detested.
Three Hours After Marriage (1717), the earliest play which I examine, in many ways sets
the stage for the later work concerning gender that takes place in Polly and Achilles. Three
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Hours links masculinity and feminine responsibility in the domestic economy. The main
character Fossile‟s construction of masculinity is dependent upon his control of domestic space.
He is obsessed with who has access to his household, and he attempts to control access through a
strictly defined set of expectations for both his wife and niece. He expects his wife Townley to
sleep with him at his will, yet this assertion of masculinity proves hollow because of his
impotence and waning libido. Even Fossile‟s reliance on drugs to create an artificially enhanced
male sexuality erodes the notion of a natural sexuality. He expects his niece Clinket to bake
cakes, yet she spends her time writing plays. Both Townley and Clinket disrupt the strict limits
on access that Fossile has attempted to create. Townley does so by prosecuting a number of
unsuccessful affairs, while Clinket markets her plays for public performance. Using Cynthia
Wall‟s theories of “spatial treachery,” I examine how Fossile interprets the actions of these
unruly females as an affront to his masculinity. Fossile‟s brittle construction of masculinity
depends upon the females fulfilling their gender scripts—sex (and sexual reproduction) and
housework, and his public masculinity is linked to this private arrangement of power in the
household that Gay exposes as neither natural nor essential.
Polly (1729) further emphasizes this control of space, but complicates the metaphor
through its New World setting. In Polly, domestic space is imaged as natural as opposed to
cultural. Gay uses this presupposition to map colonial anxieties of exploitation and potential
onto the body of Polly, which is negotiated in three different domestic settings. These settings
put pressure on the sex/gender system as they deconstruct the concept of a “natural” space. In
Polly, Gay deconstructs the concept that a “natural” space untainted by European sociability and
corruption actually exists. His West Indies are pervaded by English notions of contractarian
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marriage, even in the indigenous population. Male characters like Ducat and Macheath view
women as a crucial element of the rehabilitative force often ascribed to these “natural” spaces.
Gay reveals, however, that this notion of rehabilitation often means the exploitation of females
and colonial subjects to construct a proper masculinity, one often associated with the ability to
negotiate and make contracts. In revealing “natural” spaces to be already tainted by “cultural”
corruption, Gay deflates also the myth of a “natural” sex. Men contractually appropriate this
“natural” space for various exploitive reasons—money, power, and sex—just as they exploit the
idea of a “natural” sex to confirm their masculinity. By linking a “natural” masculinity to the
idea of “natural” space, Gay exposes that both are essentially based on cultural myth.
Achilles fleshes out the fundamental power relationship of the sex/gender system,
examining how public authority is linked to the proper performance of masculinity. In this play,
a young Achilles dresses as a woman to escape the Trojan War, but eventually asserts his
masculinity by raping a princess named Deidamia. The play follows an arc on which Achilles
deconstructs the notion of a natural sex only to then affirm it. Achilles spends the better part of
the play in drag, briefly drops his act to rape Deidamia, and then publicly reveals his identity to
Ulysses through the masculine dress of war—swords, armor, and the like. In this play, Gay‟s
satire functions much more viscerally. He examines not just notions of a “natural” sex, but
further examines the “natural” male body and its masculinity as a site of authority. It is a play
full of bawdy jokes that burlesques the idea that authority can in some manner be linked to a
“natural” sex or set of behaviors associated with it. Gay reveals that Achilles constructs his
masculinity through the help of gendered cultural artifacts (like the war gear) and his dominance
of domestic space. Gay reveals how the domestic sphere acts as the primary vehicle of public
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authority, in that it allows Achilles the chance to assert his masculinity via the rape. The play
ultimately satirizes a sex/gender system that locates the domestic sphere as a self-affirming,
transformative site of the “natural” sex into a cultural gender.
Gay‟s deconstruction of the sex/gender system remains linked to the Habermasian
“societally necessary requirements” of the private sphere (47). In all of these plays, Gay‟s
characters show a prevailing belief that being properly masculine in private allows one to
construct a properly public and masculine self. Many of Gay‟s male characters reduce the
domestic to merely a site of social necessity to be exploited for one‟s public life. Gay‟s
contempt for the petty tyrannies that such an outlook breeds forms the basis of his curiously
modern outlook. That is, his plays favor the traditionally underrepresented inhabitants of the
domestic—women—and in doing so, they deconstruct the conceptual relationship between the
private and public spheres. Rather than focusing on their separation, Gay illustrates how the
private and public spheres are increasingly connected by an emerging sex/gender system in
which domestic constructions of masculinity play a role in public identity.
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Chapter 1: Three Hours After Marriage

Gay’s Play: Fossile’s House
Although collaboratively penned in 1717 by John Gay, Alexander Pope, and John
Arbuthnot, Three Hours After Marriage shows themes and arguments that run through the later
work of Gay. In the play‟s advertisement, Gay writes, “I must farther own the Assistance I have
receiv‟d in this Piece from two of my Friends; who, tho‟ they will not allow me the Honour of
having their Names join‟d with mine, cannot deprive me of the Pleasure of making this
acknowledgement” (208). The play proved a “modest success,” running seven consecutive
nights, which proved to be the longest consecutive run of the season (Morton and Peterson i).
Despite such success, however, the play was popularly perceived as a failure; patrons of the
fashionable club Button‟s created an uproar at every performance, perhaps tired of Pope‟s
ceaseless satirical needling of them. The play saw few revivals, most likely because of the
imbroglio that it sparked between Gay and Pope and Colley Cibber, which, legend has it, ended
in a backstage brawl between Gay and Cibber. Casting an unwitting Cibber to play the character
Plotwell, who was reportedly meant to satirize Cibber himself, Gay and Pope caused an
irreparable rift between themselves and the actor. Cibber later theatrically attacked Three Hours,
an event which reportedly led to violent threats and the aforementioned punch-up from which
Gay allegedly emerged victorious.1 Nevertheless, after Three Hours and its lampooning, Gay
apologizes to Pope profusely in a letter: “I will (if any Shame there be) take it all to myself, as

1

For a complete treatment of these incidents, the most comprehensive piece is by George Sherburn, “The
Fortunes and Misfortunes of Three Hours After Marriage,” Modern Philology: A Journal Devoted to Research in
Medieval and Modern Literature 24.1 (1926) 91-109.
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indeed I ought, the Motion being first mine, and never heartily approv‟d of by you … I beg of
you not to suffer this, or any Thing else, to hurt your Health” (Gay, Letters 32). Gay claims
ownership and takes full responsibility for the play‟s critical reception. Furthermore, David
Nokes notes that Gay often favored “high-risk strategies in favour of Pope‟s more circumspect
style” (248). For these reasons, we should read the play as primarily Gay‟s work.
Three Hours After Marriage provides interesting insight into the development of Gay as
a playwright in the ways that he explores conceptions of masculinity. Gay primarily uses the
old, crusty virtuoso Dr. Fossile to illustrate masculinity as a social construction, and Gay
attempts to illustrate how the literal private spaces of Fossile‟s home—the bedroom, the kitchen,
the parlor—give rise to a specific set of behaviors employed by Fossile to render himself
properly “masculine,” behaviors that only expose Fossile as a brittle construction. Here, one can
see the way Gay subtly plays with the idea that a natural sex exists with a corresponding,
gendered script of actions to perform. In addition to constructing his own masculinity, Fossile
also maintains strict gendered expectations of others in his house. He expects his new, young
wife Townley to sleep with him at his leisure; he expects his hack writer niece Clinket to
maintain the household. Neither fulfills these expectations. Townley not only refuses Fossile‟s
sexual advances, but she also courts two haphazard suitors, Plotwell and Underplot. When
Fossile expects her to be baking cakes, Clinket is writing plays. Fossile‟s construction of a
gender script for the females in the house—sex (and sexual reproduction) and housework—prop
up his own sense of his masculinity. It is the proper management of females in his household
that Fossile thinks gives rise to a properly masculine self. Fossile‟s “unmanly” interest in
domestic affairs represents the dependence of his public masculinity on a private arrangement of
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power in the household that itself is not natural or essential. Not surprisingly, Fossile‟s attempts
to control two unruly women prove easy fodder for Gay to censure any idea of a natural sex and
gender script.

Spatial Treachery
Fossile‟s attempts at domestic control begin to reveal a household power structure
generated through gender scripts. Townley‟s refusal to sleep with Fossile and Clinket‟s
continued literary production upsets the delicate household structure that Fossile views as
necessary for a proper masculinity. Gay, however, endorses the disorder created by these unruly
women in the way he represents household space on stage. To preface this argument, I turn to
Cynthia Wall‟s scholarship in Literary and Cultural Spaces of Restoration London. She argues
that the Great Fire of 1666 creates new boundaries of physical and psychological space in
Restoration England:
Both material and ideational space are socially produced, and conversely,
spatially can never fully be separated from physical and psychological spaces …
an awareness of a new kind of conceptual emptiness in the ruined physical spaces
[is created], of boundaries previously invisible and now transgressed, of structures
previously assumed and now collapsed, of spaces once fixed and stable, now
shifting and treacherous. (4)
Wall‟s observations of shifting cultural spaces illustrates can be applied to the way that Townley
and Clinket refigure the household in Three Hours After Marriage. The potential for disorder
that Gay‟s wayward women represent might paint the domestic household as a space “once fixed
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and stable, now shifting and treacherous.” Fossile most assuredly views his household as such.
Townley and Clinket‟s actions together comprise, for Fossile, what Cynthia Wall refers to as
“spatial treachery.” Wall sees spatial treachery as “the most personal, intimate, and constant
boundaries of private life … [being] rhetorically transferred to outside,” a situation in which “the
spaces of intimate life were pulled open to public curiosity” (31). For Fossile, part of
maintaining control of the household (and thus constructing masculinity) rests in the ability to
keep private certain domestic affairs. Townley violates this illusion of control by inviting other
men into her marriage bed (even when she is unsuccessful), while Clinket begins to dabble in the
literary market, hoping to have one of her plays accepted for performance. Fossile‟s attempts to
control Plotwell and Underplot‟s access to his wife and household and his attempts to dissuade
Clinket from pursing a literary career help to illuminate that the real issue at play in an emergent
sex/gender system is power, which we see here in the struggle over domestic spaces. That being
said, Gay is very cagey about gendering Fossile‟s household as either feminine or masculine.
What does seem clear, however, is Gay‟s intention to use Fossile‟s household to explore how a
still developing idea of a natural sex can be used as a tool to control female behavior.
In the play‟s opening scene, Townley waxes upon her recent marriage: “The Clergy have
a noble Command, in being / Rangers of the Park of Matrimony; produce but a Warrant, / and
they deliver a lady into your Possession” (1.6-8). Her description of marriage is a predatory one.
She describes husbands as hunters and women as their game, with priests functioning as
collusive procurers. Fossile further bolsters Townley‟s appraisal of wives as so much game,
remarking that Townley ranks as “thou best of my Curiosities” (1.26). That the play opens with
the unsettling image of a predatory relationship consummated in trophy-like display remains
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troubling at best. Such an opening immediately establishes the expectations of this marriage—
Townley as prized possession and Fossile as tender of said prize. But it also highlights an
instance of Fossile‟s attempts to construct his masculinity through Townley. Fossile depends on
Townley to be an object who will signify his masculinity. He attempts to define her purpose in
relation to himself as her captor, but in the process, he makes himself dependent on Townley for
his meaning. Townley, essentially confined to the paranoid Fossile‟s house, finds little benefit of
protection in this arrangement since she is still exposed, vulnerable, and on display as Fossile‟s
private treasure. The marriage has not even been consummated, and the audience is already left
with the impression that Townley exists to Fossile more as an inanimate object, a curio to be
taken down and marveled over from time to time, perhaps with decreasing frequency as the prize
ages.
Still fascinated by his new prize, however, Fossile hurries Townley to the bedchamber,
only to realize that though “she may be an Alcmena … I am no Thunderer!” (1.42-3). Townley,
not surprisingly, has little desire to sleep with the old man, and, even if she did, Fossile worries
about his ability to perform. Fossile then contemplates employing another time-tested method of
both wooing women and improving performance—drugs. He plans to fortify himself with a
“corroborative of Crollius,” a sort of Augustan version of Viagra, where “in this vial are included
/ sons and daughters,” and for his wife, he prescribes “fifty drops of Liquid Laudanum … [to]
settle the present Ataxy of her Animal Spirits, and prevent her / being too watchful” (1.48-9, 503)—the Augustan equivalent of a roofie. Fossile has his own conceptions of what exactly a wife
should provide her husband, even if he has to use drugs to obtain it. That Fossile attempts
medically assisted intercourse suggests that a natural sex does not exist. Fossile, is, in fact,
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terrified of sexual intimacy (he is later revealed to be a virgin). Aside from Fossile‟s virginity
and performance anxiety, his old age and impotence also suggest a waning libido, all of which
intimates that Fossile‟s late marriage may be as much aimed at gaining an heir as enjoying a
younger woman. The mounting circumstantial evidence suggests that Fossile views marriage
more as a patrilineal institution than anything else, but the warrant for his masculine authority in
some natural male sexuality is missing. Fossile‟s growing anxiety concerning his sexual
performance could just as easily be read as a growing anxiety concerning his masculinity.
Although Townley has made clear her ambivalent feelings towards marriage, only after
Fossile‟s medically assisted attempts at intercourse does she realize how important intercourse is
to his construction of masculinity. Fossile begins to realize that Townley will be a hard woman
to tame with her independent streak and her coterie of suitors, and thus most likely a bad choice
for him to fulfill his notions of masculinity. If Fossile cannot control Townley sexually and
coerce her into fulfilling her household expectations of intercourse and reproduction, then the
curio cabinet for Townley that is Fossile‟s house ceases to hold her. Thinking in Wall‟s
terminology, Fossile‟s household becomes (for him) a location of spatial treachery. Wall notes
that spatial treachery literally arose from the “ruin of one‟s house—the physical and conceptual
context for one‟s „things‟” (32). Townley‟s coy behavior (with Fossile at least) suggests the
failure of Fossile‟s sexual control, and consequently threatens Fossile‟s “conceptual context,” or
his view of the household as curio cabinet. Upon discovering a letter implicating Townley in
adultery, Fossile immediately proposes a move to the country, lest “this simple story should take
Air in / the Neighbourhood” (1.277-8). Fossile fears more the threat of public discovery than he
does his wife‟s infidelity, and that public discovery occurs only when he is no longer able to
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control sexual access to his wife. Consequently, his response is spatial. For Fossile, a fully
actualized masculinity is contingent upon his ability to effectively exert sexual control over
Townley, and his country move signals an effort to keep hidden this embarrassment, along with
his wife‟s indiscretions. The country, an imaginatively more natural space, holds for Fossile
some hope that he might be able to re-establish masculine dominance there, though Gay leads us
to doubt that this will make much difference by showing us Townley continuing to plot her
rescue by Plotwell.

Phoebe Clinket and the Problem of the Woman Writer
Gay also uses Phoebe Clinket, Fossile‟s niece and a poet and playwright of sorts, to
further illustrate how Fossile‟s lack of control in his household threatens his conception of
masculinity. Fossile describes his niece as slightly addled, with a “Procidence of the / Pineal
Gland, which has occasioned a Rupture in her Understanding,” but, more importantly, Fossile
notes, “I took her into my House to regulate my / Oeconomy; but instead of Puddings, she makes
Pastorals; or / when she should be raising Paste, is raising some Ghost in a / new Tragedy” (1.624, 64-7). In just the first sixty-five lines of the play, Fossile establishes that the two primary
women in his life both represent a profound threat to his perception of a properly ordered
household—Townley because she refuses sex, and Clinket because she forgets to bake.
Clinket‟s disruption of the domestic economy does not arise from her outright refusal to perform
housework, but from her literary pursuits. Her authorship further erodes the barrier Fossile has
attempted to erect between his household and the general public, as Clinket attempts to market
her plays for performance.
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Clinket, however, is no Townley. Her subversive actions are not linked to her sexuality
per se, but to her poetic ambitions. Clinket‟s maid carries on her back a small writing desk to
enable her mistress to write whenever the muse may strike her. Although the maid often
complains of her aching back, Clinket storms into the play curtly asking, “What are the Labours
of the Back to those of the / Brain?” (1.75-6). The bawdy joke carries with it a double meaning,
but more cleverly, satisfies both Pope and Gay‟s satiric projects. On the surface, the joke codes
the female writer as a prostitute. Clinket inadvertently compares herself to a prostitute even as
she makes a case for the rarified validity of literary pursuits. When Clinket dismisses the labors
of the back for those of the brain, her statement also calls to mind Fossile‟s conception of
marriage, at least for Townley (whatever Fossile might be, at least we can safely say he is not
incestuous). The doddering old doctor views the primary task of the wife as sexual labor, and
secondarily as baking cakes. The pun on a woman‟s “labor” becomes even more interesting
when applied to Fossile‟s want for an heir. Thus, Clinket‟s remarks code prostitution and
marriage as one and the same, but also imply that the labors of the brain might allow females to
support themselves outside the traditional institution of marriage.
Reading Clinket‟s literary aspirations as freedom from marriage carries with it numerous
implications. For a woman to exist as a self-sufficient, autonomous entity would have been
intriguing, if not outright threatening, to Gay‟s audience. In Authorship, Commerce, and Gender
in Early Eighteenth-Century England, Catherine Ingrassia argues that the increasing role of
women in financial and literary milieus provided women with new opportunities financially and
socially. In a fascinating look at paper-based credit, Ingrassia paints the threat of feminine
literary pursuits as more than simply a matter of prostitution:
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Female subjects are represented as newly discovering the „pleasure of business,‟
speculative investment, and the imaginative financial economy. Yet they pursue
the pleasure of business in a way that potentially compromises the „business of
(providing) pleasure‟ within a sexual economy focused primarily on the desire of
men … As women enter the new financial arena, the pleasure of business and the
business of pleasure become mutually enabling and mutually reinforcing activities
that threaten male control of women. (20)
Clinket‟s linkage of sexual agency and textuality illustrates this threat to male control of women,
in that her textuality challenges codified notions of domesticity. Her writing could allow her to
live outside the prescribed bounds of a feminine gender script. Of course, the very real and
primary obstacle to Clinket‟s agency is money. Although Clinket represents a new economic
woman, one who discovers the “pleasures of business” through her literacy and thereby
“compromises the business of (providing) pleasure,” her success remains dependent upon her
ability actually to make a living as a writer.
In one of the more comical scenes of the play, Clinket secures an audience with Sir
Tremendous, a prominent literary critic, but convinces Plotwell, one of Townley‟s suitors, to act
as a front for the work. As such, Clinket‟s play becomes a site of displacement for sexualized
behavior. Clinket and Plotwell explain to Townley their scheme, but do so in sexually charged
terms. Clinket says to Townley, “This, Madam, is Mr. Plotwell; a Gentleman who is so
infinitely obliging, as to introduce my Play on the Theatre, by fathering the unworthy Issue of
my Muse.” To which Plotwell replies, “I should be proud, Madam, to be a real Father to / any of
your productions” (1.304-5). Although the exchange appears as little more than harmless, bawdy
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banter, it actually reveals the agency with which Clinket circulates. Despite her inability to
present her own play to Tremendous, her coupling of sexuality and textuality belies that she, in a
sense, willingly gives herself to Plotwell in hopes of financial and literary success. Clinket
epitomizes the woman who puts the pleasure of business before the business of pleasure, so it
comes as no surprise then that a “Popian” reading might code her as a prostitute. A more
“Gayian” reading, however, might use the episode to once again show a type of domestic
disorder. Her play holds the potential for her escape from the domestic household, a place in
which she is supposed to be contained, and it enables Townley to plan a tryst with her suitor
Plotwell.
Gay‟s elision of sexuality and textuality elucidates the erosion of the household in the
face of feminine ludic behavior, but the text‟s (Clinket‟s play, and maybe Gay‟s play as well)
empowerment of women‟s sexual exchange and circulation speaks more concretely to the
perceived disorder created by such behavior. Clinket and Plotwell‟s brief sexual banter,
suggestive as it is, gives way to a physical rendering of the same dialogue performed by Plotwell
and Townley. The two would-be-lovers agree to perform a reading of Clinket‟s play, one based
on the lovers Deucalion and Pyrrha. In reading the lines, however, Townley and Plotwell
routinely go off-script in coded sexual exchanges. Furthermore, Townley uses the dramatic
exchange as a way of informing Plotwell of Fossile‟s decision to move to the country. Townley
tells her spark, “Thou seest me now sail‟d from my former Lodgings, / Beneath a Husband‟s
Ark; yet fain I would reward / Thy proffer‟d Love. But Haemon, ah, I fear / To Morrow‟s Eve
will hide me in the Country” (1.344-7). Her overwrought, poetic rendering of her situation is all
in terms of space, and the question of where she is a feme covert, “beneath” her husband or
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hidden in the country, and moments in which she is spatially free and available, however briefly.
Townley‟s extemporaneous lines take advantage of the space of the stage to “write” herself into
another kind of space, and Plotwell follows her, taking full advantage of the theatrical space by
kissing her. Fossile also reintroduces the idea of spatial treachery, as this entire exchange has
taken place in his parlor room. He gasps upon his discovery of the group, “My House turn‟d to a
Stage! and my Bride playing / her part too!” (1.549-50). Fossile‟s comments link this scene to
his wife‟s virtue, as he fears she is playing the part of the bride all too well with her counterpart
Plotwell, and that the domestic curio cabinet he has attempted to establish functions as the setting
of such sexual violation.
Undoubtedly the funniest exchange, however, occurs between Clinket and Sir
Tremendous. Townley‟s reputation is set aside for the moment, as Tremendous and Clinket
engage in a literary discussion concerning taste that proves even more sexually charged than
Plotwell and Townley‟s scene. A reproduction of the conversation proves necessary to capture
its full effects:
Clinket. Ah! dear Sir Tremendous, there is that Delicatesse in your Sentiments!
Tremendous. Ah Madam! There is that Justness in your Notions!
Clinket. I am so charm‟d with your manly Penetration!
Tremendous. I with your profound Capacity!
Clinket. That I am not able—
Tremendous. That it is impossible—
Clinket. To conceive—
Tremendous. To express—
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Clinket. With what Delight I embrace—
Tremendous. With what Pleasure I enter into—
Clinket. Your Ideas, most learned Sir Tremendous!
Tremendous. Your Sentiments, most divine Mrs. Clinket. (1.437-50)
While obviously sexually charged, even mirroring a move towards climax during intercourse, the
exchange contains a number of clever puns that heighten the tension created by the clear sexual
interplay. Gay employs phrases such as “manly penetration” and “profound capacity” to draw
the viewer into an almost voyeuristic relationship with the text. Clinket proves so overwhelmed
by the “manly penetration” of Tremendous, whose name beautifully works on so many levels—
breadth of intelligence, obesity, genitalia, etc.—that she is unable to “conceive” his ideas.
Although Clinket means “conceive” as compose or grasp, Gay plays with the sexual valence of
the term, and Clinket‟s failure to “conceive” further underscores the problematic relationship
between her sexuality and textuality and the pleasure of business. In short, Clinket‟s link to
Tremendous results primarily from the pleasure of business—from attempting to market a
literary work—that produces no offspring, a move that echoes Townley‟s violation of Fossile‟s
notions of household obligations. In her failure to conceive, Clinket is performing the labor of
the brain rather than the labor of the back, and she appropriates the text as surrogate for both
reproduction and sexual pleasure. The pleasure she derives from doing business far outweighs
the pleasure she would receive from the business of providing pleasure, as is evidenced by the
explicit exchange writer and critic share. In this situation, the sex that occurs does not denote a
labor of the back, but a labor of the brain that produces bad texts. The union of Tremendous and
Clinket can only create more hackneyed plays, thus further disrupting the meanings of what
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kinds of labor women do in the private space of the home, and how it complicates the idea of
masculinity that Fossile is trying and failing to maintain.
Tremendous, however, ultimately rejects Clinket‟s play, thereby rejecting her. Although
Plotwell fronts the play for Clinket, it is still Clinket who must suffer Tremendous‟s criticisms:
“Such Stuff! Abominable! / Most execrable!” (1.537-8). Such criticisms witness Clinket
literally coming undone, as she characterizes herself as “butcher‟d” and “massacred,” the victim
of a cruel “murder” (1.547, 548). Fossile overhears the latter part of Clinket‟s exhortations, and
puts an end to Clinket‟s play, throwing it into the fire, to which Clinket replies, “Ah! I am an
undone woman” (1.561). Clinket‟s unraveling at the hands of Tremendous and Fossile hammers
home the connection between textuality and sexuality. Her body slides into the place of her text
in order for her to voice her sense of that experience. The imagery Clinket employs paints her as
exploited, devalued, and ultimately objectified as a textual commodity—she is only as good as
her play. But in seeing herself as an “undone woman,” Clinket complicates the difference
between textuality and sexuality by making a sexual reference to her textual failure. Here we see
a clear example of the mixed public and private spheres involved in the pleasure of business and
the business of pleasure, for while Fossile sees the destruction of Clinket‟s work as a return to
feminine normalcy and a way of ensuring an ordered household, Clinket sees the destruction of
the labor of the brain as the primary event that renders her fallen, undone, exploited, and tainted,
much as a rape or seduction would. Ironically, Fossile views his niece‟s continued reliance upon
him as the proper feminine behavior for Clinket, while the independence her book trade might
afford her codes her as prostitute. Clinket, for her part, must turn to the same sexualized
vocabulary of the “undone” woman to voice her sense of loss about the destruction of her play.
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By burning Clinket‟s play, Fossile takes a step towards reestablishing control of his
household. The men surrounding Clinket respond to her fears of disintegration with a coolly
rational and economic response. “Has he burnt any Bank-Bills?” asks Plotwell, and a player
shouts, “Has he destroy‟d the Writings of an Estate?” (1.562, 565). That the males immediately
go to physical representations of value proves interesting, as it implies they think of value
primarily in terms of public worth. Value, in domestic terms, seems linked to Fossile‟s opinion
that women need to be acquired for a specific purpose, as he expects of both Townley and
Clinket. Thinking of Clinket as a curiosity, much in the same manner as Townley, proves
illuminating. Barbara Benedict argues that female writers, such as Clinket, inhabited a unique
double role that rendered them as both “inquirers and collectibles,” which “linked them to
virtuosi” (119). She further delineates this double role, illuminating that “Female curiosity
denotes the usurpation of public value for private use: the pleasure of their own bodies” (152),
but that “as curiosities, women follow the same rules that govern other rarities. They are
collectible, removed from public use, and examples of labor as display, not profit” (142). The
men map anxieties of property loss onto Clinket‟s “undone” body, essentially revealing their
anxiety that her literary production somehow violates an idea of domestic value.
In 1717, Susanna Centlivre, widely considered the template for Clinket, was a successful
female playwright with her biggest commercial success The Busy Body (1709) still enjoying
revivals. Centlivre was proving in real time that women could succeed in the theatrical
marketplace, with 19 plays, many of them long-running successes, like The Wonder (1714) and
The Basset-Table (1706). Centlivre‟s whiggish politics, which posited a Lockean notion of
property in the self and independence from fixed notions of class, were an anathema to Pope.
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She struck back after Three Hours with A Bold Stroke for a Wife (1718), which features a
virtuoso guardian, Periwinkle, who is humiliated on stage, and a lively trickster woman who,
with the help of her suitor, evades the clause in her father‟s will designed to keep her from
marrying. There, as elsewhere in Centlivre‟s plays, women who plot are rewarded, unlike
Clinket and Townley, who meet a more ambiguous fate when they press past the perceived limits
of a gender script. But in a sense, Clinket‟s status as an “undone woman” does have sexual
consequences. As an aspiring female writer, she has rejected the labor of the back for the
pleasure associated with her ability to produce her own value, both sexually and textually. As an
inquirer figure, she can never be “removed from public use” by these men. Her chosen labor is
expressly associated with profit, thus rendering her an ill-advised choice for the domestic curio
cabinet where value is measured in babies or the amount of housework done. She is tamed and
put in her place, but also ruined in the spatial terms of the play‟s gendered economy.
Albeit a hack (perhaps her failure as a writer makes her agency easier for the audience to
swallow), Clinket exposes how men (Fossile in particular) attempts to assign value to women as
part of a construction of masculinity. She, along with Townley and the rest of the household
staff, is forced to participate in a virginity test that Fossile administers. In addition to correlating
domestic value with virginity, the test also conjures up the lecherous image of the old doctor
“examining” numerous women. Fossile learns about the test from none other than Plotwell, who
pretends to be a doctor from Krakow to gain access to Townley. Upon “meeting” Fossile, the
quack Plotwell casually notes that he was banished from Krakow for creating an elixir that
would reveal whether or not a person was a virgin, an idea which intrigues the ever-jealous
Fossile. Testing the elixir on himself (this is where we find Fossile to be a virgin), Fossile
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believes the test to be legitimate and then subsequently doses the women of his household with
the concoction. Not surprisingly, Fossile‟s administration of the “Touchstone of Virginity”
proves nothing. It only enrages Townley, who self-righteously feigns affront and refuses the
test, the joke being that Townley does not possess a spotless virtue. Finally convinced, however,
of his wife‟s virginity, Fossile decides that he can only have chaste serving maids surrounding
his wife to ensure that she remains that way as well. Fossile classifies the virgins who “pass” the
test as “Platonick,” and non-virgins who “fail” (those who refuse to take the test—except for
Townley) as “Cartesian,” citing that “The Platonicks are for Idea‟s, the Cartesians for / Matter
and Motion” (2.485-6). Of course, in Tremendous‟s exchange with Clinket, “Idea‟s” could very
easily be read as male genitalia. Fossile‟s ongoing fascination with drugs and sexuality
continues to fuel his attempts to forge his masculinity. He appropriates a gendered, feminine
virtue in an attempt to fix a value to his wife, niece, and household staff. Fixing the value of
females in his home acts as another method by which Fossile attempts to exercise complete
control over his household. This sort of test of virtue, however, creates a double standard that no
woman really “passes,” for in agreeing to such a test a woman passively admits that her virtue
stands in question. And to refuse, regardless of the actual outcome, suggests that virginity has
indeed been lost. As such, Fossile creates a domestic environment in which no woman can ever
feel secure. Furthermore, Fossile reiterates a glaring double-standard, as male sexuality (his
impotence) is meant to be wholly private and not subject to question, while female sexuality (her
virginity) is to be tested and made known to him.
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The Country Life
In Act III, the supposed third hour of this marriage, the action moves from the city to the
country, in a move that highlights spatial treachery for both the male and female characters.
Most strikingly, Fossile finds himself the victim of spatial treachery as his curio cabinet comes
alive in what many critics point to as the play‟s most memorable scene—the mummy and the
crocodile. Having managed to smuggle themselves into Fossile‟s “collection,” Plotwell and
Underplot disguise themselves as a mummy and crocodile, respectively, so they can continue
their wooing of Townley unabated. Critics note the scene achieved notoriety as “the great
example of indecorum” (Morton and Peterson vi), in that “the bawdiness of the dialogue in this
section of the text was the major cause for the uproar. English audiences no longer endorsed an
amoral view of comedy and the theatre had, in fact, become a pleasure ground for the affluent
middle class” (Ferguson 22). After Collier‟s screed, Steele‟s attempt to define a morally useful
stage, and attacks on the theater from William Law and other clergy, the raucous, bawdy, and
burlesque elements of comedy were under additional social stigma as libertine dangers. The
charge of bawdiness does not go undeserved; when Townley discovers her two suitors, they
preen for her, with promises of love quickly degenerating into promises of “erect stature” from
the mummy Plotwell and “a long tail” from the crocodile Underplot (3.93, 94). One can only
imagine how raucous the scene on stage may have been. Even present critics add their own bit
of bawdiness when analyzing the scene. A 1924 George Sherburn criticizes the wits at Button‟s,
noting that, “Above all, they could not swallow (if one may say so) the mummy and the
crocodile,” and another notes that Gay and company wanted to “jam the play down the audiences
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throats” (Sherburn 99, Harrington Smith 6). Double entendres abound, even in the critical
accounts.
Amid this spatial treachery, Fossile comes to find himself just as much at the mercy of
the domestic arena as his wife and niece. As a virtuoso, Fossile prizes his collection, with
Townley as his crown jewel. Even Dr. Nautilus, a virtuoso comrade of Fossile‟s, notes, “To
have a / Mummy, an Alligator, and a Wife, all in one Day, is too great / Happiness for Mortal
Man!” (3.104-6). The implicit equation of these items, all of which prove to be more “alive”
than Fossile can manage, spells trouble for the aging husband. Although Fossile does not have a
mummy and a crocodile in his collection until Plotwell and Underplot make it so, there still
exists the idea that Fossile has fallen victim to his own curio cabinet. More than anyone in the
play, Fossile values the security afforded to him by his home, as evidenced by the way he
jealously guards access to it. After turning out those servants he suspects of being “Cartesians,”
he moves to the country, ostensibly to keep Townley from losing her virtue. But what Fossile
attempts is a separation from any sort of public interaction, and like most virtuosos in drama, he
is satirized for his isolation and contempt of the rest of humanity. Although he hopes to remove
himself from any conception of public life, Plotwell and Underplot refuse to let this happen. In a
subtle stroke, Gay uses the theater itself to foil Fossile‟s plans. Underplot surprises his rival in
his crocodile costume, saying, “Why should not the Play-house lend me a / Crocodile as well as
you a Mummy?” (3.58-9). In one line, Gay links the theater to a type of spatial treachery, for it is
the theatre and its performative capabilities that allow Plotwell and Underplot to invade the
country home. Oddly, Fossile never seriously questions the mysterious appearance of the
mummy and crocodile, and the mummy and crocodile ultimately show the foolishness of Fossile.
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In attempting to construct his masculinity via the collection and control of females, Fossile
experiences his greatest emasculation by the other parts of the collection to which he adds them.
Reconciling this emasculation and leaving the audience with some semblance of order
proves difficult at the end of this bizarrely fashioned comedy. In a deus ex machina, a sailor
named Jack Capstone arrives with a baby that he claims to be the offspring of the Fossile family.
Fossile is about to be charged with care of the baby by the local magistrate, Possum, when a
letter arrives, which Clinket wrote to Plotwell apprising him of the return of her “child” that he
“fathered.” Clinket, with all of her sexual metaphors of procreation and writing, means only that
Tremendous has rejected the play that Plotwell fronted for her in Act I, but the “play” child
becomes confused with the real one, who still exists and must be cared for. Fossile continues to
profess his innocence of siring a bastard, when the magistrate then suddenly remembers drawing
up a warrant in which a Lieutenant Bengall, just returned from the Indies, is looking for his wife.
Thus a marriage does not take place, but one is preserved, as Townley is whisked back to
Bengall. Lieutenant Bengall, however, has been gone for three years, so he could not possibly be
the father of the child; Fossile, almost inexplicably, is still charged with the child‟s welfare, and
agrees to raise it. Thus Fossile gets the thing he wanted, an heir to secure his patriarchal stature,
but through a circuit of exchange that undermines his masculine prerogatives by presenting him
with his own bastard after all.
In attempting to sort out the wayward ending of this comedy, one must trace the idea of
offspring. The actors describe the errant child in economic terms; before even seeing the baby,
Fossile speculates the sailor is “One of my retale Indian / Merchants … that is always bring[ing]
me some odd Thing.” The sailor describes the little one as an “invoice” and “cargo” (3.339-40,
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355, 356)—the connection between the child and economic considerations is clear. In this case,
the comic form of the play must be quite creative to somehow reconcile the social disruption of
bastardy to the social order that comedy promises. The patriarchy is affirmed as Fossile adopts
the child willingly, even confessing in a final soliloquy, “Thou didst want Posterity: Here behold
thou hast it. A Wife / thou didst not want; Thou hast none” (3.551-2). In a sense, the play has
come full circle; although Fossile does not father the child he adopts as his heir, Townley has
nevertheless provided him with one. Despite her ability to outmaneuver Fossile, avoiding his
sexual advances and besting his idiotic sexual tests, she still ultimately performs sexual labor for
him. But Townley‟s provision of a child for Fossile is non-biological in that he is not the true
father. Although Fossile adopts the child and thus has an heir, his masculinity is alternately
confirmed and denied by the circumstances. Fossile‟s notions of masculinity that depend upon
intercourse are violated, but the patriarchal underpinnings of his sexual motivations are satisfied.
Moreover, Fossile‟s final soliloquy contains a damning indictment that in coddling a child not
his own, “A Thousand, and a / Thousand Husbands are doing the same Thing this very / Instant;
and the Knowledge of Truth is desirable, and makes / thy case the better … It is better that the
Father should adopt the Child, / than that the Wife should adopt the Father” (3.553-6, 559-60).
The play‟s final lines contain a starkly misogynistic charge that all women carry bastards, and
that most all husbands are cuckolds. Fossile seems to think that by exposing women for what
they really are, he can fully take advantage of their sexuality; his supposed knowledge allows
him to transmit successfully his property without the possibility of feminine taint. He expels the
wife from the curio cabinet to replace her with a son. Although the child is finally discovered to
be the illegitimate one of Townley (the father is never revealed), order is still restored. Townley
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is returned to her lawful husband, although one can only speculate the type of marriage she will
have in the future after being exposed as an adulteress.
Gay, however, balances the taming of Townley with the continued ludic behavior of
Clinket. Although nothing more than a play she had written, Clinket‟s bastard—the “offspring
of [her] brain”—still remains (3.497). “Fathered” by Plotwell in his attempts to have the play
approved by Tremendous, Clinket‟s tragedy represents much more than some scraps of paper.
As the literary offspring of a woman, Clinket‟s tragedy provides its own sort of social disruption
to Fossile‟s world, and Gay and Pope‟s comic form is powerless to contain the errant Clinket.
Although Clinket reveals herself as a true hack writer with little chance of her work ever being
staged, she still represents a profound threat to male patriarchy in her prosecution of the pleasure
of business rather than the business of pleasure. She is never forced to trade in the economy of
her pen for a household economy of cakes. Her sexuality and textuality remain linked, and so
long as she continues to write, she continues to exercise her independence from a rigid household
hierarchy that Fossile attempts to enforce. Clinket proves just as happy as Fossile at play‟s end,
for while others have gained a wife and an heir, she has gained “a Plot for a Comedy” (3.548).
She gracefully hovers over the play‟s ending, with her promise of a new play suggesting that
Fossile‟s attempts to assert his masculinity through the control of the domestic have failed.
Reading Three Hours After Marriage through the lens of domestic play paints Clinket as
the most subversive feminine figure of the work, and with the repeated references to fertility and
conception, she does become a figure worthy of Pope‟s later Dunciad. Her fertile
characterization is a counterpoint to the brittle attempt at masculinity from Fossile, whose frail
and dependent masculinity is both tied to the domestic and crushed by it. However, a play such
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as this one functions also as a statement on the subversive nature of the theater. Townley
exercises her sexual agency with Plotwell and Underplot, but Clinket‟s scribbling ultimately
casts her as the most powerful figure in the play. Three Hours acts as a proving ground for Gay,
one in which he works out the theatrical moves that he will make later in Polly and Achilles.
This play undergirds these later projects that will complicate the domestic household as the locus
of masculine identity formation in its emphasis on the theatricality of domestic spaces. Gay uses
this domestic theatricality to critique the emerging questions of sex and gender that Polly and
Achilles more fully address.
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Chapter 2: Polly

New World Masculinity
In Polly, Gay further develops how domestic space, imagined as natural as opposed to
cultural, is the site of the construction of masculinity. He does so through the use of his title
character, who must navigate alternative “domestic” settings—an English plantation, a pirate
camp, and a West Indian Arimand village, which are depicted as pre- or para-cultural. How
Polly survives and/or thrives in these settings becomes the subject of the play. But rather than
using these various domestic settings as an exploration of feminine identity, Gay puts Polly into
drag, which he then uses to examine various ways that masculinity is constructed in these
locales. Gay‟s decision to set Polly in the West Indies deploys the New World as a sort of
rehabilitative or regenerative space, as in Robinson Crusoe or, more, problematically, Oroonoko.
In these stories, the virgin, natural world exists as a site of promise, although both stories reveal
how English culture inevitably creeps in. Gay‟s Polly takes up this theme. The exigence of
Polly‟s plot is Macheath‟s transportation sentence at the end of The Beggar’s Opera, and Polly‟s
decision to come looking for her husband. Transporting criminals to the West Indies was seen as
a chance at rehabilitation, as if the natural world untouched by English corruption would
somehow morally regenerate criminals. Of course, this also means that criminals inadvertently
aided in colonial expansion. In this New World, Gay examines how females are often viewed as
the engine of this rehabilitation, as they enabled the export of an English sociability to this new,
“native” world. This establishment of an English-style sociability helped to secure English
identity and thereby constructions of masculinity in a seemingly “natural” culture. Polly‟s time
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in drag explodes this notion of rehabilitation, as she reveals that masculine “regeneration” often
means little more than the exploitation of females in these various domestic settings in an
attempt to fulfill some idea of a proper masculinity, one usually associated with profit.
Eighteenth-century critics and scholars have noted the intrinsic relationship of setting and
space to satire in Gay‟s Polly. In his article “Something‟s Mizzen,” Rob Canfield argues that
“Polly gestur[es] upon the archetypal topoi of English imperialism: woman‟s body and the
landscape (or, the body of the indigenous) as valued space” (46). The English planter Ducat
estimations of Polly‟s value continually fluctuate. Upon first meeting her, he says, “She even
takes off my / eyes from gold,” even as he literally appraises her at the value of “half-a-dozen
negro princesses” (her literal cost) (1.6.44-5, 26). The predatory Ducat buys Polly with the
intention of seducing her. In doing so, he operates as the exploitive English colonist, while Polly
represents the virginal, unspoiled West Indies, ripe for the taking. Even Macheath, Polly‟s
erstwhile husband, plays into the colonial metaphor. His desertion of Polly and faithless actions
as a husband echoes the colonizer who perceives no contractual obligation to the colonized. In
Polly, Gay‟s male characters are treasure seekers, or what Robert Dryden calls “fortune hunters”
(539). Jonathan Lamb says of the New World, “Its Utopian provenance suggests that the
emptiness of a new space is a measure of its promise; and its deployment in satire suggests
conversely that what is absent is what ought to be there” (13). But in Polly, Gay puts the idea of
using the New World as a regenerative opportunity under severe satiric pressure. Men like the
English planter Ducat prove more concerned with what sort of monetary gain a seemingly
“rehabilitative” space can afford them. Ducat marries his wife for money. The pirate Macheath
(turned Morano to protect his identity) enriches himself by raiding the English colonies, usually
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at the behest of his new partner Jenny Diver. Even Pohetohee, the chief of the enlightened noble
savages, unfamiliar with European corruption, maintains a hard-lined contractual notion of
property. He endorses slavery, and gives Polly to his son Cawwawkee as a bride. Polly agrees,
but only under duress (Cawwawkee secures the engagement just as she discovers Macheath has
been executed). Seeing the feminine body as a resource with a monetary value suggests that a
New World construction of masculinity relies upon exploitation, with the female often acting as
stand-in for the exploited colony. Exploitation of the other, whether colonial subject or woman,
is presented both as an English cultural trait and a characteristic of New World “natural” space.
In the previous chapter, I examined the development of Gay‟s satiric project in terms of
spatial treachery, or how exerting control (or failing to exert that control) over women in the
household influences conceptions of masculinity. In Polly, Gay defamiliarizes domestic space in
his West Indies setting to examine how the household or estate act as sites of contractual
obligation rather than natural spaces of gender order. Gay criticizes a nascent contract culture
(both in England and abroad) by illustrating how the female body functions as the conduit
between the public and private. He illuminates the prevailing view that assumes females
(usually a wife or partner) to be a rehabilitative force in the lives of men, to the point that
fostering rehabilitative space becomes a part of a sexualized contract, and thus a condition of
female gender identity. Written as a poem for Martha Blount, Pope‟s “Epistle 2. To a Lady”
illustrates this point. In it, the ideal woman is described as one who gives meaning and order to
the household, although this meaning is dependent upon submission, or at least the perception of
it. Pope describes this woman as,
She who ne‟er answers till a husband cools,
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Or if she rules him, never shows she rules;
Charms by accepting, by submitting sways,
Yet has her humour most when she obeys. (ll.261-64)
In the lady‟s expert negotiation of her husband‟s moods, she lends him the illusion of power.
The husband needs the ideal woman to put into perspective his role as master of the house and
thereby legitimize his masculinity.
This example represents one facet of the public, sexualized contract that is marriage, but
Gay moves Polly through three domestic spaces of contracted sexuality: prostitution,
independence (only possible during Polly‟s drag act), and then a “traditional” marriage. Polly‟s
progression through these understandings of contracted sexuality reflects the arc of the sexual
contract. Carole Pateman reveals the intricacies of the sexual contract, and finds its basis more
in matters of patriarchal right: “Women are not party to the original contract and through men
transform their natural freedom into the security of civil freedom. Women are the subject of the
contract. The (sexual) contract is the vehicle through which men transform their natural right
over women in the security of civil patriarchal right” (6). Marriage becomes a means of
upholding and extending patriarchal right, a subject that Gay satirizes in Polly. Polly arrives in
the New World only to unwittingly become a sex worker, escapes to enjoy a brief period of
independence, and then marries the Indian prince Cawwawkee. Echoing Pateman, Misty
Anderson argues, “[Women] have already exchanged their obedience (hence will) for protection
and thus have limited proprietary relationships to themselves and to other forms of property”
(53). In his first meeting with Polly, Ducat makes clear that Polly will be richly rewarded in
exchange for sexual intercourse. When Polly marries Cawwawkee, she does so reluctantly, and
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marries into a culture that still views human beings as property. Satirically, Polly lampoons the
possibilities of a rehabilitative domesticity in the inherently oppressive English estate and Indian
village. Polly examines the role that contracts play in such a delusion, and, as Canfield argues,
“expose[s] the duplicities and brutal realities of Lockean ideology” (54). Building upon
Canfield‟s observations, this essay situates his troubling observations of contractual ideology
spatially. It examines how contracts function in the “native” space of the West Indies, versus the
already-established “cultural” space of England, and further explores how Gay undermines the
notion that this idealized, “native” space ever existed.
Although Gay‟s sequel picks up where The Beggar’s Opera left off, following the
transported Macheath to the West Indies, the similarities end there. Having come to the New
World in search of her husband, Polly finds herself preyed upon alternately by the English
planter Ducat and his pimp, Macheath‟s pirate band and his lover Jenny Diver, and finally, the
indigenous population representing the trope of the noble savage. To Ducat, Polly exists merely
as prostituted mistress, an unwitting sex worker. Polly dresses in men‟s clothing to escape this
perilous situation, only to be taken prisoner by Macheath‟s gang. Finally, Polly escapes to the
race of noble savages, who offer the audience, ironically, the most “English” take on contracts
and property. The Indians maintain a highly developed sense of self-value, but also emphasize
female servitude to their husbands. Polly (and Polly) then becomes a matter of negotiation, both
in how she must assume a masculine identity to negotiate the treacherous terrain of her domestic
settings, and in how her body, in spite of its gender ambiguities, is negotiated as property.
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Polly Amongst the Establishment: English “Cultural” Spaces
Polly first grapples her status as property in the New World after being sold to the
English planter Ducat by Diana Trapes. Trapes explicitly states that she came to the New World
“to mend my fortune to the Plantations” (1.1.28), reinforcing the notion that the New World acts
as a rehabilitative space. Her modest fortune comes at the expense of other women, however, as
she operates what amounts to a bawdy house, selling the sexual services of women, and
sometimes women themselves. Ducat, on the other hand, creates his fortune in a more traditional
manner, marrying his wife for her money. He says, “Sure, you cannot think me such a clown as
to be really in love / with my Wife! We are not so ignorant here as you imagine; / why, I
married her in a reasonable way, only for her money” (1.1.127-29). These opening lines of the
play reveal a few different things. First, they suggest that the sexualized feminine figure—
whether sex worker or wife—is a means to monetary wealth. Second, Ducat‟s admonishment
that “We are not so ignorant here” draws a clear colonial connection with England, an argument
to which Ducat appeals on the basis of shared custom. Clement Hawes theorizes that “Gay had
already prefigured the inseperability, from the very founding of the British nation, of the imperial
context” (153), an imperial context which Hawes describes as “an expanded field of analysis,”
that “brings together violently discrepant but nevertheless intersecting and ineluctably linked
historical experiences” (142). Ducat‟s linkage of New World customs with Old World customs
(whether corrupt or not) suggests that English and European sociability can be read as exports,
and the promise of an untainted and rehabilitative natural society falls prey to the same
corruptions as the old one. The import of English corruption (Trapes literally imports
prostitutes) is viewed by Ducat even as a positive thing, or a reaffirmation of English values that
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he and other corrupted figures propagate through the sexual economy. Ducat even tells his wife,
“‟Tis not the fashion as yet, for / husbands to be govern‟d in this country” (1.8.19-20). Polly
reveals domestic spaces like the New World estate, a reinvention of the English country house,
as an imperial sort of relationship where the feminine figure, as Canfield points out, operates as a
space of promise or possibility, only to fall victim to the same type of corruptions that have now
befallen the West Indies. The New World construction of masculinity can be figured as a
territorial relationship, where the successful performance of masculinity depends upon
successfully cultivating the economic—not moral—potential of the woman, just as imperial
success depends upon cultivating the economic potential of the colony. Gay implicitly connects
an English national identity to this sexual exploitation.
In the “English” domestic space created by Ducat, Gay maps colonial anxieties onto
Polly‟s body. She is connected to a corrupt, rapacious English hegemony, but also endures the
literally rapacious Ducat. Polly‟s body then becomes the site merely of potential value, and
when Ducat purchases Polly‟s services from Trapes, his boasts are more fitting of one who just
added his latest curio to the cabinet, rather than a new hire for the household staff. Ducat
elaborates on his holdings, citing, “I have a fine library of books that I never / read; I have a fine
stable of horses that I never ride; I build, I / buy plates, jewels, pictures, or any thing that is
valuable and / curious, as your great men do, merely out of ostentation” (1.1.54-7). Gay‟s
recurring use of the phrase “great man” and its derivatives almost always throws up a red flag by
referencing Robert Walpole and political corruption generally, and this case proves no different.
In imitating, “great men,” Ducat proves guilty of a conspicuous corruption (and consumption)
that extends to the sexual contract he makes with Trapes.
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Ducat equates Polly with the various commodities that define his house and lifestyle, thus
dehumanizing her. A dehumanized being, Polly increases in value as an object that can circulate.
Gay had stated the formula satirically in The Beggar’s Opera when Mrs. Peachum declared that
a wife‟s value was “try‟d and imprest in the Mint” (1.5.10), a suggestion that the known sexual
value of a woman allowed her to function like a coin, a known quantity, rather than taking her
out of circulation. As a member of Ducat‟s household, she would acquire a similar kind of fixed
value in his colonial economic order. If she exists as a contractual object, then Polly allows
Ducat to perform his masculine subjectivity via contract making. Ducat agrees to pay Trapes the
price of “half a dozen negro princesses” for Polly, but even Ducat‟s interactions with his wife
bolster the claim that he views all women contractually. Outraged over her husband‟s adulterous
intentions, Mrs. Ducat boldly asserts, “In short, Mr. Ducat, if you behave your self like an /
English husband, I will behave my self like an English wife” (1.8.7-8). The joke here points
back to the faults that are in the English system of gender relations, which only become more
visible as they are reproduced in the “natural” New World setting. Oddly, Ducat does not argue.
Rather, he blithely characterizes marital strife as the behavior of an English husband: “Family
divisions, and matrimonial / controversies are a kind of proof of a man‟s riches; for the / poor
people are happy in marriage out of necessity, because / they cannot afford to disagree” (1.9.47). He even holds up his dysfunctional marriage as an example of material and masculine
success. In the midst of negotiating with Trapes for Polly, Ducat not only espouses that his
marriage was based on monetary gain, but also that such a marriage reflects the contractual
nature of the time. He sings to Trapes,
He that weds a beauty
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Soon will find her cloy;
When pleasure grows a duty,
Farewell love and joy:
He that weds for treasure:
(Though he hath a wife)
Hath chose one lasting pleasure
In a married life. (1.1.130-7).
The song contains the obvious moral—marry for money because it lasts longer than pleasure or
love—but it also contains a decidedly masculine picture of the institution of marriage. Ducat
seems to suggest that the masculine, rational self looks upon marriage solely as a monetary
transaction, with pleasure being secondary, or even farther down the list. To Ducat, marrying
well is an important part of a proper masculine identity since it finances the husband‟s social
prerogatives. In his article, “John Gay‟s Polly: Unmasking Pirates and Fortune Hunters in the
West Indies,” Dryden observes that “Ducat is a social pirate who plunders the institution of
marriage for profit” (549), a form of piracy as common to London as it is to the high seas.
Gay uses the social pirate Ducat to foreshadow Polly‟s encounters with her legal husband
and literal pirate Macheath. This foreshadowing first occurs during Ducat‟s argument with his
wife, during which he refers to her tongue as a “weapon,” with which women, “like pyrates, are
at war with the / whole world” (1.8.29-30). Macheath (hereafter known as his blackface moniker
Morano) and his pirate gang later declare war against the whole world in an act of nihilism.
Ducat‟s equation of women with such a nihilistic worldview underscores his criticism not so
much of shrewish wives, but the institution of marriage. The only “good” marriage is motivated
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by monetary gain. Interestingly, Ducat does not locate his masculinity in his sexuality, but in his
power to make contracts. Polly acknowledges, “As I am your servant, Sir, my duty obliges me
not to / contradict you,” and Ducat displays the full weight of their contractual relationship when
he tells Polly, “You shall either / contribute to my pleasure or my profit; and if you refuse play /
in the bed-chamber, you shall go work in the fields among the / planters” (1.11.7-8, 82-4). Ducat
reveals that his masculinity is not linked to a “natural” sex, but to the English cultural practice of
contract making. Thus, his masculinity is not derived from a “natural” space, New World or
otherwise, but from a “cultural” space.
Ducat‟s first encounter with Polly reveals as much. He tries seduction and then money to
persuade her to have sex with him, but ultimately turns to contractual rhetoric. Polly bemoans
that she has been “betray‟d and sold,” and Ducat answers, “Yes, hussy, that you are, and as
legally my / property, as any woman is her husband‟s, who sells her self in / marriage” (1.11.5860). Ducat‟s sexual success depends on his contractual authority. Ducat considers Polly his
legal property, and therefore must do as he says. When Polly refuses to sleep with him, the
contract breaks down. After Polly breaks the contract, Ducat declares that she “must have had a
very vulgar / education,” and declares her behavior “unnatural” (1.11.65-6). If resistance is the
result of a vulgar education and is unnatural, then submission would be the result of a proper
education and a natural behavior. Ducat suggests that education could make someone
“unnatural,” which undermines a notion of a “natural” sex and “natural” behaviors. He wishes to
code coy submission to his sexual advances as “natural” behavior, but he only reveals his
transparent motives. Ducat hopes to exploit the idea of “natural” behavior in his contractual
rhetoric to have sex with Polly, even though Gay‟s joking points us to its “unnatural”
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construction as a set of learned behaviors. Even the old ladies of Ducat‟s household, fearful of
Macheath and his pirate gang, exploit an idea of “natural” behavior for their own use. One maid
tells another, “The pyrates! Mercy upon us, / what will become of us poor helpless women! …
We shall all be ravish‟d! … But if fortune will have it so, patience is a / vertue, and we must
undergo it” (1.12.29-30, 33-6). This maid reads virtue as patient submission, thus echoing what
Ducat likes to read as “natural” feminine behavior. The real joke is that she wants the pirates to
have sex with her, meaning she is not really virtuous at all. Her sexual desires are scripted as
virtuous, but are in fact a burlesque version of proper feminine behavior.
Oddly enough, after Ducat‟s appeal to “natural” behaviors, he tells Polly that “Consent
may make me your slave; there‟s / power to tempt you into the bargain” (1.11.74-5). What
Ducat describes is essentially a resituation of the male/female power structure in his household.
Ducat‟s final attempts at seduction offer Polly the figuratively masculine role, placing him in a
feminized role of submission as her “slave.” Ducat even goes so far as to tell Polly, “You must
be more than / woman if you can stand that too” (1.11.75-6). Ducat outlines a system of gender
that is defined by power relations, a question of who is master and who is slave. Furthermore,
such a proposal and its possibilities illuminate Gay‟s core critique of domestic spaces—they are
not stable. Identities and genders are constantly in flux, as Polly‟s role shifts between servant,
prostitute, and mistress. Laura Rosenthal notes that prostitution “comes to evoke the broader
challenge of enduring unpleasant work or an unpleasant social performance for profit at a time
when the construction of social identity was undergoing a significant transition” (9). Ducat‟s
contract with Polly would render her a mistress, just as his marriage contract makes Mrs. Trapes
a wife. The contract with Polly, however, is flawed. Ducat cannot maintain a mistress whom his
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wife already suspects; he attempts to exploit notions of contract to persuade Polly to sleep with
him. Gay suggests that contracts seek to stabilize these shifting identities through the institution
of marriage, but that they are themselves flexible and only serve the interests of those in power.

Polly in Drag: New World “Natural” Spaces
Gay next explores a New World construction of masculinity through a Polly in drag. A
jealous Mrs. Ducat helps Polly escape Ducat‟s plantation by dressing her as a man. Even with
the protection of the male garb, Polly soon finds herself a prisoner of Macheath-turned-Morano‟s
pirate gang. Polly does not recognize her husband, as Macheath‟s blackface disguise shields his
identity from all but Jenny Diver, the prostitute from The Beggar’s Opera who now lives with
Morano as his wife. Morano ostensibly parades around in blackface to shield himself from the
legion of women who might recognize him and then make claim to his person, but, not
surprisingly, Gay uses the blackface character to greater a/effect than that. He initially situates
the pirate crew as one concerned more about gender than color. They bristle that Morano takes
orders from Jenny, but have no problem themselves accepting orders from a presumably African
captain. On more than one occasion, the crew refers to Jenny as “an arrant / Cleopatra” (2.2.689), suggesting that the seductive woman (Cleopatra) has gained power over the hapless man
(Antony) by means of her sexuality. New World constructions of masculinity are examined both
through Morano‟s emasculated responses to Jenny, and the gender critique that Polly‟s
masculine costume allows her to make.
Just as Ducat proclaims that a woman‟s tongue makes her like a pirate, at war with the
whole world, so does the pirate Hacker declare, “Our profession is great, / brothers. What can be
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more heroic than to have declar‟d war / with the whole world?” (2.2.25-7). In both cases, “the
world” stands in for normative society, managed by patriarchal figures who impose order and
establish values. Women and pirates, by opposing such, are at war with their authority, echoing
a Hobbsean notion of the state of nature as a state of war, which is quelled only by the figure of
the monarch, in whose image the patriarch models himself. Morano‟s actions elide him with the
romantic notions of Hacker. The captain lives for and thrives on the “play” that living out his
pirate fantasy affords him, but his lover Jenny attempts to deflate this naïve, romantic rendering
of piracy. Rather than advising the captain to prosecute a war of all against all, she tells the
captain, “You have a competence in your power. Rob the / crew, and steal off to England.
Believe me, Captain; you will / be rich enough to be respected by your neighbours” (2.3.50-2).
In robbing the crew of its collected booty, Jenny suggests that Morano will have enough wealth
to make himself a respected member of society, regardless of his past. Here, Jenny verbalizes
her Anglicized, “cultural” expectations of masculinity that involve a return to England with a
fortune and new-found respectability. It is a version of masculinity as a Hobbsean, brutal form
of capitalism.
But Morano tries to articulate a more heroic version of masculinity that he can enjoy in
the ludic space of the colony. Morano‟s notions of masculinity are “natural,” as they depend
upon his continued play (read piracy) in this “natural” space of the West Indies, where he enjoys
the illusion of being beyond culture. This “play” is much different that Polly‟s; Morano can
permanently exist in a “natural” state of play (albeit dangerous) supported by his prerogatives as
a male, whereas Polly cannot permanently live as a man. It puts him in a position of mastery
without remanding him to economic or political systems of power. As such, Morano‟s
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masculinity represents a much greater threat to society than Polly‟s drag performance, for it
requires no eventual normalization. Its connection with piracy elicits images of masculinity run
amok that must be tamed, a la Horner on the Restoration stage. Jenny‟s attempt at a sociable
masculinity that can return to England requires Morano to betray other men in the interest of the
individual, an autonomy which disturbs her partner. Surprised by such open aggression and
suggestions of treachery, Morano chides Jenny, saying, “Your opinion of me startles me. For I
never in my / life was treacherous but to women; and you know men of the / nicest punctilio
make nothing of that” (2.3.53-5). Morano deflects her treacherous masculinity onto his
faithlessness to women, suggesting that to betray his pirate brethren would be a form of gender
trouble, insofar as it means treating men like women. According to Morano, to betray women
confirms masculinity, a position he claims that even the most upstanding male citizen would
support, while his “natural” masculinity compels him to some primitive kind of honor regarding
other men. Gay‟s burlesque treatment of gender in relation to loyalty exposes the element of
betrayal that is part of both partners‟ idea of masculinity. It is, in either case, a power relation
that must display itself as a treachery to another less powerful figure.
Soon after this interaction, some of the pirates find Polly sleeping and they take her
prisoner. Polly, however, does not find herself prisoner to Morano, but to Jenny. Morano, who
suspects that Polly is really an English spy, asks Jenny to interrogate her. The interrogation
quickly begins to echo Ducat‟s seduction of Polly. Jenny has become sexually aroused by Pollyin-drag, and courts her aggressively, much as Ducat did. Polly, although disguised as a man, still
finds herself at the mercy of a decidedly masculine Jenny Diver—forward, aggressive, and
brutish. During her interview, Polly plays a sexually charged game of thrust and parry with
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Jenny, musing on the nature of love. Jenny pursues sexual pleasure in her attempted seduction of
Polly, and Polly reflects on the hard truths she has learned. She tells Jenny, “All the women that
ever I knew were mercenary” (2.6.10), a statement that reflects Polly‟s past in The Beggar’s
Opera as well as her encounters with prostitutes and pimps in this eponymous sequel. While
Jenny contends that not all women are mercenaries, Polly retorts, “Why not as well as men? The
manners of courts / are catching” (2.6.12-3). The courts reference suggests a hierarchical claim,
as Polly analogizes the customs and behavior of an aristocratic, courtly class to those of the
masculine gender. In both cases, many people find themselves excluded from these realms of
power and privilege. Polly‟s cynical resignation impugns women like Jenny and Trapes, who
have begun to act like men in their own selfish interests.

Polly’s Marriage Contract: The “Natural” as “Cultural?”
In turning to yet a third version of domestic space in the new world, Gay presents his
audience with the trope of the noble savage, a view of an enlightened, Lockean contract culture
that critics like Dianne Dugaw and Joan Hildreth Owen read as a castigation of English
corruption. Polly, along with the Indian Prince Cawwawkee, escapes from the pirate camp by
bribing a guard, and they both return to Cawwawkee‟s home. Free from her pirate captors, Polly
maintains her masculine disguise, even joining in the battle of the English and Indians against
Morano and his pirates. Cawwawkee fears Polly dead, but breaks into a joyful, if suggestive,
duet upon learning that she is “just return‟d from / the pursuit” (3.9.34-5) of Morano and the
routed pirates. Asserting that “Transport fills my breast” and “In your life I‟m of all possessed,”
Cawwawkee boldly adopts a homosocial, if not homoerotic, tone (3.10.6, 10). The disguised
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Polly and Cawwawkee establish another sort of parallel domestic—a homosocial “marriage”
between two men. While highly subversive for its homoerotic overtones, this union represents
an idealistic mutuality between two willing partners, free from the intricacies of the marriage
market. Because it reflects a union between two men, gone are the expectations of potential,
submission, “virtue,” and fortune.
Though she has circulated in society in ways that she never could have as a woman, Polly
recognizes that she cannot forever pass as a man. Displaying her ever-growing self-awareness,
Polly ends her gender bending with a song reflecting on virginity and the problem of feminine
independence. Entitled “In the Fields of Frost and Snow,” Polly sings,
The modest lily, like the maid
Its pure bloom defending,
Is of noxious dews afraid,
Soon as even‟s descending.
Clos‟d all night,
Free from blight,
It preserves the native white
But at morn unfolds its leaves,
And the vital sun receives. (3.12.54-62)
The song‟s strong sexual imagery draws a clear metaphor between the lily and virginity, wherein
the lily is threatened by the dews of evening only then to receive the life-giving sunlight. Polly‟s
song suggests that women must hope for a husband who proves to be like the nourishing sun, all
the while avoiding the Ducat‟s and Macheath‟s of the world who act as blighting dews. Even if
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the lily escapes the dangerous dews, however, it still depends upon the sun to survive. Polly‟s
song declares what she has begun to realize; she cannot maintain the independence she had while
in drag. She will ultimately have to depend on some “sun,” and her sad song reiterates the
wistful self-awareness that she must reenter the dangerous though “natural” world of the lily as
her gender instability normalizes. Although the lily purposely opens its leaves to the sunlight, it
must still maintain a passive position of reception and submission, much as it does when
enduring the onslaught of the evening dew. Polly‟s personification of the lily suggests that as
she nears her sexual union with Cawwawkee, a “natural” sex begins to assert itself, and so too
does a pre-cultural concept of gender in this “native” space. Under Jenny‟s captivity, Polly has
become a critical reader of gender, and has experienced a homosocial relationship that attempts
to transcend gender and arrive at a purer sort of relationship that could reorder New World
constructions of femininity and masculinity. Now that she must return from this relationship that
has (almost) evaded gender, she does so with some understanding of the power inequities that a
sex/gender system propagates.
Dugaw and Hildreth Owen read the culture of the Arimand Indians as idealized, but the
contractual tendencies of Cawwawkee‟s father, the Indian chief Pohetohee, is part of a culture
that reinforces these power inequities. Dugaw argues that “the Indians supply an ideologically
free zone beyond the European system which at the play‟s end will afford the masquerading
Polly—ironically, the only virtuous and „heroic‟ European „man‟ to be found—and avenue of
escape from the failed ethos of her race and culture” (Warrior Women 205). Hildreth Owen
describes the Indians as a “pastoral alternative to the urban labyrinth” (398) as well as an
“aristocracy of naïveté” (404). Dugaw is right to read Polly as the only honorable European
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man, but Dugaw and Owen‟s characterization of the Indians‟ as “ideologically free” or “naive”
fails to account for a highly developed culture subtly reminiscent of the play‟s Europeans.
Dugaw even states that “Gay‟s noble Arimands dismay most modern readers of Polly who find
their stiff courtliness and relentless honor not only too lifeless but indeed, at bottom, too
European” (Warrior Women 205). The Arimands also have a highly developed sense of
property. Their manners, courtliness, and respect for others are unsurpassed, but even these
notions of honor and self-restraint cannot disguise their understanding of contracts.
At this point, the Indians have subdued the pirate rebellion, and Pohetohee decrees harsh
justice; Morano is sentenced to death for his role in the pirate rebellion, and Pohetohee returns
the pirate booty collected to its rightful owners. In this New World setting, this property
primarily takes the form of slaves, whose freedom Pohetohee idly dismisses: “Let the chiefs have
immediate execution. For the / rest, let „em be restor‟d to their owners, and return to their /
slavery” (3.15.22-4). Pohetohee, however, has unwittingly ordered Polly‟s return to Ducat, as
the planter duly reminds him: “This woman, Sir, is my slave, and I claim / her as my own. I
hope, if your majesty thinks of keeping her, / you will reimburse me, and not let me be a loser.
She was an / honest girl to be sure, and had too much virtue to thrive, for, / to my knowledge,
money could not tempt her” (3.15.5-9). Pohetohee, to his credit, defends Polly, rebuking Ducat;
“And if she is virtuous, European, dost thou think / I‟ll act the infamous part of a ruffian, and
force her? „Tis my / duty as a king to cherish and protect virtue” (3.15.10-12). But freeing one
slave hardly qualifies Pohetohee as free from contractual ideology, or, as John Richardson states,
“[Polly‟s] release is implicitly an exception granted for a peculiar case rather than a rule” (116).
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What if Polly were not virtuous? What if Cawwawkee were not of marrying age? Would
Pohetohee be as interested in her freedom?
A number of issues exist that problematize Pohetohee‟s defense of Polly. For one,
Pohetohee addresses female virtue in the same light as the Europeans—patient suffering.
Although he appears to defend Polly for her own natural right, Pohetohee then gives Polly to
Cawwawkee as a bride, a marriage to which Polly does not agree. Polly‟s last words echo a final
wish for a more just and less gendered contractual society that she seems unable to find, even
amongst the enlightened Indians. She says, “Those / that know and feel virtue in themselves,
must love it in others” (3.15.43-4). Her plea for an unalienable value in the self is violated as she
finds herself once again inserted into a marriage market at the behest of male handlers rather than
of her own free will. Considering all that Polly has learned up to this point, her stirring plea
wistfully hearkens back to her ludic experiences in drag that allowed her to temporarily evade
the sex/gender system. In the ludic space of their New World, gender-neutral friendship, her
emotional exchanges with Cawwawkee never alienated her from herself, and by extension,
others. The theatergoer‟s knowledge of Polly‟s drag act only underscores the point: Polly only
has this freedom under conditions that even the “native” space of the New World cannot sustain.
The play contains no suggestion that Pohetohee and the Arimands contrive their understanding
of property and contracts from the English. This absence of English influence satirically
undercuts the idealized “native” space. European style “culture” and sociability pervades the
very space meant to be regenerative because it is free from these corrupt influences.
Consequently, these “native” spaces of gender play and exploration look distinctly hollow and
Lockean. While Pohetohee claims to recognize virtue in Polly‟s situation, he also recognizes
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value, both in the transmission of physical property from Ducat to his lineage, as well as in the
recurring theme of potential—the potential for heirs.
The end of the play also brings the discovery of Morano‟s identity. In the same breath
Pohetohee pronounces the death of Polly‟s legal husband her betrothal to his son. Technically,
Polly does not say no to the union, but she never says yes either. She responds with a simple,
“My / misfortunes at present interrupt the joys of victory” (3.15.45-6), and she then goes silent.
One can only wonder at the nature of the misfortunes—does she grieve more for losing
Macheath, or for an impending marriage she does not necessarily want? Even at play‟s end, she
still speaks tenderly of Macheath: “To virtue my love might have won him” (3.15.31).
Macheath‟s death may signal that Polly will no longer have to endure an exploitive New World
masculinity in her partner. Then again, Cawwawkee may end up like his father, reiterating her
disempowered status as a woman who has contracted away her rights. Polly traces the full arc of
the marriage market, moving from dependent, to independent, and then back to dependent.
Rather than characterizing Polly‟s marriage as “an avenue of escape from the failed ethos of her
race and culture,” as Dugaw does, one might see this final marriage as a damning indictment of
the “failed ethos” of contractarian marriage. Gay, perhaps, “employ[s] the romance tradition
only to gradually free Polly from its bonds, and in doing so continues to expose the duplicities
and brutal realities of Lockean ideology” (54). Audience members looking for a traditional,
happy ending might be pleased with Polly‟s new union, but this assimilation of Polly into a
contractarian marriage contains a final satiric barb; Polly is handed from one man to another,
Cawwawkee‟s potential improvements notwithstanding, because this is how masculinity is
constructed. The appearance of a naturally empowered masculinity is actually the result of an
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array of contracts that ensure men are the winners who extract value from women and other
objects.
Like many of Gay‟s plays, the resolution proves vaguely unsatisfying. As a heroine,
Polly learns to be a critical reader of gender and its force in reproducing English and Europeanstyle patriarchy in an imperial context. Although Gay has put Polly into a series of gendered
situations in which she learns the structural force of gender, her new-found knowledge will not
save her. The European corruption of the marriage market exports itself to the New World,
effectually ending the notion that domestic space, particularly New World domestic space,
always acts as rehabilitative space. Once exported and entrenched, the New World European
sociability sustains and replicates itself just as it does in England, through contractual exchange.
That Polly recognizes and understands these exchanges means nothing, as knowledge does not
equal liberation. Gay‟s ending acts as an elaborate trap for the audience, as he enables anyone
who wishes to believe in the conventional happy ending to do just that. As David Nokes states,
“Instead of subversion we have affirmation; instead of a satiric exposure of vice, Gay offers a
sentimental vision of virtue … Perhaps this is Gay‟s final irony in this work, paying apparent lipservice to a moral vocabulary and an Arcadian vision which he had consistently shown to be the
acceptable face of social exploitation … He was laughing at [the audience]” (460). In crafting
this ending, Gay echoes the trap ending of The Beggar’s Opera. Macheath‟s escape from the
death penalty and his marriage to Polly appears a happy ending, but his reprieve (and the
audience‟s support of it) represents a damning indictment of the state and people‟s continued
support of the corrupt Walpole government.
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In both plays, Gay leaves the audience with a vision of affirmation and virtue, which
cleverly renders them complicit in Walpole‟s corruption and Polly‟s exploitation. But comedies
are a contractual relationship with the audience: “Comedies, like contracts, have a clear end in
sight; the interesting part is the negotiation” (Anderson 3). Comedies are about order restored,
even as the laughter taps into “cultural anxieties about the problems with happy endings”
(Anderson 3). The audience negotiates these cultural anxieties throughout the play, just as Polly
does, recognizing their own position of passivity in Polly‟s difficulty negotiating contractarian
marriage. These difficulties expose the fantasy of a regenerative “natural” space free from the
corrupt “cultural” space of England. Gay establishes order at the play‟s end by quelling the ludic
behavior that “natural” space affords two of his main characters (Polly is contained by marriage
and Macheath by execution), but this order carries with it the troubling implications that English
or European-style sociability inevitably permeates even idealized “natural” space. Even more
troubling, Polly cynically suggests that this idealized space does not exist at all.
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Chapter 3: Achilles

Royal Authority and Masculine Prerogative
In February 1733, just a few months after Gay‟s death, crowds flocked to Covent Garden
for the posthumous performance of Achilles, expecting to see something similar to Beggar’s
Opera or Polly (Fuller, 60). Instead of such a political play, the audience saw a ballad opera of
an entirely different sort. Achilles attacked gender expectations through a farcical, burlesqued
Achilles in drag to act as the satirical engine of his work. Gay uses Achilles‟s alternating
performances of masculinity and femininity to examine the notion of authority and the fiction
that masculinity is its anchor. In the burgeoning consumer-capitalist ethos of Gay‟s time,
authority was increasingly a matter of variable values and exchanges rather that the fixed
authority of bloodline and king. To the extent that masculinity enjoyed privilege from this fixed
system of power, it too had to be constructed or reproduced according to modern terms. Scholars
such as Michael McKeon examine the consequent “devolution of absolutism,” noting that the
very nature of authority changed from an embodied ideal of kingship to a more contractual
notion of power. Describing this new political climate, McKeon states, “The institutions that
make up the state, never embodied in the magistrate, are instead created by an act of collective
disembodiment or detachment, a model of political authority diametrically opposed to the
principles of personal embodiment that in different ways characterize both the royal doctrine of
the king‟s two bodies and the unmediated reciprocity of lordship and feudal service in feudal
sociopolitical relations” (Domesticity 12). Gay‟s Achilles works within the tension created by
this diametric opposition of political and royal authority, a tension Gay exploits to politicize
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gender roles through embodied, often ludic, performances that challenge developing conceptions
of authority in eighteenth-century England. Gay ties gender to this discussion of power in the
way he examines the “natural” male body and its masculinity as a site of authority. Achilles is a
play full of bawdy jokes about the body and “natural” masculinity that burlesques these
emerging notions of authority as it satirizes both royal and masculine prerogative.
In Gay‟s Achilles, the relationship between the conjugal family of the private or domestic
sphere and the Habermasian concept of public sphere rational-critical debate cannot be
underestimated. The domestic sphere becomes the primary vehicle of authority in the age of an
emerging public culture, anchoring constructions of masculine identity and the sex/gender
system that authority is predicated upon. Habermas argues, “As an agency of society, [the
domestic sphere] served especially the task of that difficult mediation through which, in spite of
the illusion of freedom, strict conformity with societally necessary requirements was brought
about” (47). The domestic sphere is identified as the space of nature, out of which the culture of
the public sphere can define itself as well as anchor itself. In relation to the ideology of the
sex/gender system, the space of the home “naturally” translates sex (nature) into culture (gender)
through scripts and behaviors that affirm the self-evident good of the system. Achilles as a play
about the adolescent hero picks up on this cultural bildungsroman, but it also mirrors its
problems back to the audience in the fun-house mirror of burlesque.
Gay draws primarily upon Statius‟s Achilleid and Ovid‟s Ars Amatoria and their
representations of the Achilles in Scyros episode for his play. From their representations of the
myth, Gay presents an adolescent Achilles destined for greatness, and death, in the Trojan War.
Knowing that the Greeks will come for their fated champion, Achilles‟s mother Thetis dresses
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him in women‟s clothing and hides him in the court of King Lycomedes on the island of Scyros.
Achilles finds himself particularly attracted to the king‟s daughter Deidamia, but not before he
has become accustomed to his new garb, even at times enjoying the privileges of a different
gender. Eventually, Achilles shames himself for what he sees as silly femininity, and resolves to
recoup his honor and assert his masculinity by raping Deidamia. Gay diverges from Statius and
Ovid by presenting this rape as a hollow action. The playwright‟s emphasis on Achilles‟s female
pseudonym Pyrrha, a name that suggests a Pyrrhic victory underscores this appraisal of the rape.
Furthermore, Achilles‟s only son Pyrrhus (the product of this rape) was named after his father‟s
feminine moniker. The Greeks, meanwhile, trick this newly masculinized Achilles into
revealing his true identity, at which time Achilles leaves Deidamia, now pregnant, for the war.
For this plot, domestic or private sphere expectations of gender precipitate a public
masculinity. Domestic space exists as a site of gender play precisely because of the
transgressions that occur here. Masquerading as a woman, Achilles‟s presence raises questions
about the natural order of gender in the household. Although Achilles is literally hidden from
the public sphere in the domestic space of the king‟s household, the private cannot fully protect
him from the masculinized, martial culture of the state. Gay‟s sly politicization of gender proves
all the more fascinating because he renders one character as the primary site of the discussion;
Achilles represents both the private and the public, anxiety and authority, feminine threat to the
public sphere and eventual masculine solution that masters the private. And while it might be
presumptuous to suggest that Gay recognizes the conception of the two sex model, he uses
Achilles to represent the dichotomy of behavior and nature, and thus the elastic nature of
sexuality. As the feminized Pyrrha, Gay‟s Achilles can play with gender, along with a knowing
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audience who can enjoy the masquerade. But once that Achilles has assumed his masculine
persona, nature must take over to guarantee his sexed specificity and authenticity, asserting his
masculinity by means of a rape. The ludic space of the domestic yields to the ordering principle
of “nature,” which turns out to be masculinity asserting itself.

The King is Dead: Long Live the King
The character of King Lycomedes acts as an exemplar of an older, more traditional idea
of authority, in which the king himself represents unquestionable authority, power, and agency.
Enthralled with the young Achilles/Pyrrha, Lycomedes decides that he must possess this young
visitor to his court, but Gay turns this seduction/rape episode on its head to illustrate the move
towards a devolved absolutism, one that exposes Lycomedes as a faulty, and thus not absolute,
authority. Diphilus, the king‟s prime minister, plays a Pandar, telling Lycomedes that
Achilles/Pyrrha is ripe for the taking. He whispers into the king‟s ear, “Apply to her your self,
Sir; answer her Wishes, and (if I know anything of Woman) she will then answer yours, and
behave herself as she ought … To save the Appearances of Virtue, the most easy Woman
expects a little gentle Compulsion” (2.3.31-3, 36-8). This appearance of virtue proves important.
The joke is a version of the one Gay tells about the old maids in Polly, but the stakes are higher
here. In Polly, the old maids being raped does not carry the same sinister tone, as they actually
welcome the sexual contact. Diphilus suggests that most women would prefer to be raped, rather
than seduced, as it preserves virtue, a quality that proves an integral component of the feminine
gender script. Here, Achilles faces the threat of exposure or sodomy. The joke about rape ceases
to be a joke because male bodies and masculinity are at risk here. Femininity can be violated.
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Masculinity cannot. Whereas Diphilus‟s appraisal of “gentle compulsion” misogynistically
suggests that the crime of rape against a woman is a fantasy, the same is not true for a man. For
men, the crime is very real. Thus, Gay aligns both a masculine and feminine notion of authority
under the sign of rape, as he juxtaposes an aggressively masculine gender script defined by
domination (here rape) with a passive feminine script defined by the preservation of virtue.
But Achilles and the audience know more than King Lycomedes. In thinking about the
devolution of authority, the king‟s power is displaced by Achilles‟s more theatrical and flexible
understanding of gender. His authority actualizes itself through gender expectations that
subsequently suggest not just a masculine code, but also a feminine gender script in the domestic
arena. Even though Achilles retains the power to “produce” (literally and figuratively) the proof
of his sex at any given time, the King‟s privileged position only allows him to do so at very
specific times. In this exchange, gender is figured as a hierarchical, power-based relationship.
And in the modern ethos that the young Achilles represents, he can prove himself more
masculine, as does Horner in The Country Wife, by proving himself able to play with his own
feminizing disempowerment. Achilles‟s flexible, performative masculinity trumps both the
brittle claims of Fossile and the waning royal authority of Lycomedes with a set of behaviors that
is youthful, vigorous, and reproducible across a range of class positions.
At first, Lycomedes tries seduction rather than rape, but Achilles, playing the part of a
dutiful, yet virtuous, woman, will have no part of his advances. Playing Pamela to Lycomedes‟s
Mr. B, Achilles/Pyrrha even sounds like Richardson‟s heroine: “I beg you then, Sir, don‟t lay
violent Hands upon me” (2.4.35-6). Upon discovering that gentle compulsion will end in futility,
Lycomedes resorts to old fashioned, open violence. He bursts into song:
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When the Fort on no Condition
Will admit the gen‟rous foe,
Parley but delays Submission;
We by Storm shou‟d lay it low. (2.4.65-8)
But Lycomedes‟s forceful attempts upon Achilles/Pyrrha are met in kind. His identity still
unbeknownst to Lycomedes, Achilles‟s action violates the feminine gender script. Although
Achilles/Pyrrha preserves his virtue, he does so in a masculine manner. Peter Elfed Lewis
articulates just how unsettling Gay intended these masculine actions to be. He says, “In Achilles,
the question of which is stronger is quickly settled because the „naïve virgin‟ turns out to be a
heroic warrior. As in sentimental plays, virtue is triumphant, but the method here is in brute
force” (22). Virtue only wins out through strength in open combat. Achilles/Pyrrha has no
leverage to defend himself, aside from his physical strength, but not every “woman” will be so
fortunate. Achilles, even with his “natural” maleness in hiding, bests the king, telling him that
“Power must yield to Right” (2.4.98), a statement that Lewis rightfully calls “a splendid piece of
knockabout farce … a superb burlesque of sentimental moralizing” (22). Gay makes the case
that power does not yield to right, but simply to more power. In this event, Gay sheds light on
the disturbing duplicity of the meaning of feminine virtue, grounded in the private sphere but
also vulnerable there to male force. Consequently, this episode signifies to the audience that
masculine virtue means true resistance, but feminine virtue really means submission to men
under the appearance of resistance. It is in this idealized resistance that the brutish fantasy of the
sexual conqueror is fulfilled, both in his knowledge that he has not only defeated the seeming
virtue and will of the victim, but also all of the other men who have failed in his place.
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In making such a case, Gay satirizes the gendered nature of authority in his society. Both
Lycomedes and Achilles/Pyrrha adhere to a “might makes right” mentality, but Achilles comes
to the stark realization that feminine virtue cannot withstand the masculine authority represented
by the king. Consequently, Achilles/Pyrrha does an about-face. Realizing that he cannot fight
the king forever, the victorious, masculine Achilles returns to a feminine script, resignedly telling
Lycomedes, “Self-defence, Sir, is the Privilege of Mankind. I / know your Power, but as I have
offended no Law I rely upon / your Justice” (2.5.19-21). Achilles/Pyrrha knows that his fate as a
woman ultimately rests in the king‟s power, or the king‟s conception of justice rather than her
own conception of virtue. Not surprisingly, the king replies, “‟Twou‟d be safer, Madam, to rely
on your own future behavior” (2.5.22-3), an ominous warning under which Achilles/Pyrrha must
now exist. Achilles/Pyrrha‟s best chance for „safety‟ remains connected with a willing
submission to Lycomedes‟s sexual advances.
Both the entire rape episode and Lycomedes‟s ensuing treatment of Achilles reiterate the
fundamental problem of authority. In the play, authority attaches itself to a public, masculine
script, but one that lodges itself squarely in a feminized, domestic space. This script and its sites
of production lead more and more to the notion that nature existed as “physiological bedrock
stabilizing sexual personality” (McKeon, “Patriarchy” 301). The question of gender and
authority then, remains closely tied to patriarchal underpinnings which Gay illustrates through
domestic power struggles of the sort between Achilles/Pyrrha and Lycomedes. Achilles does not
concern itself with despots and tyrants of the state, but the tyranny present in the private sphere.
As Dianne Dugaw notes, Gay “displays and critiques vice as rendered in the private, relational
tyrannies of individuals, one over another” (Deep Play 224). Achilles defends himself through
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brute force in a bizarre moment of the masculine public sphere clashing against a secretly
masculinized private sphere characterized by vigorous resistance to public authority, but the vast
majority of women would have no such recourse.
In the play, authority has passed from the king to the gender script of masculinity, with
individuals now holding sway over other individuals, rather than king over subjects. The failure
of the feeble, but lascivious Lycomedes to overcome Achilles/Pyrrha signals the failure of this
monarchal authority, while Diphilus‟s voyeuristic observance of the attempted rape suggests an
impotence that renders the minister completely ineffectual. Witnessing the failed rape attempt,
the men of the audience must sit by passively as a point of male personal conduct is
microscopically examined. The doubled identity of Achilles/Pyrrha renders him/her both
simultaneously as object of erotic desire and model of masculine honor, thereby doubly linking
him/her to the audience members. This linkage works through the “reiteration of the sensual
pleasures of the stage,” which “establish[es] a dynamic of spectatorship that links the gaze
inevitably with the sexuality not only of the object gazed on but of the spectators themselves”
(Marsden 22). Thus, the males may smolder along with Achilles at the insult and affront to a
masculine conception of honor that he receives from Lycomedes, but as the men have no
recourse to set the perceived affront aright, they might “recognize what it might be to suffer and
be silent” (Noble 207), just as women do. Gay deploys his drama as “a technology of gender”
(Marsden 13), using deliberately gendered characters to elicit deliberately gendered responses.
Through the gaze of humor—the farce and the burlesque—Gay cleverly maneuvers the
masculine members of his audience into a feminine position of passivity. To laugh at the
bedroom farce rather than to smolder over it, male audience members must knowingly recognize
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Achilles as a woman, which underscores the inequity in the two gendered versions of virtue that
Achilles/Pyrrha represents.

How to Become a Real Man
In spite of Gay‟s gender play, Achilles returns to the physiological bedrock, his male
body, to affirm masculinity after the attempted rape by raping the king‟s daughter, a response
that expresses both gender anxiety and revenge. Gay draws heavily on the accounts presented by
both Statius and Ovid, in which the heretofore effeminate Achilles makes a conscious decision to
assert his masculinity by raping Deidamia during a sojourn to perform the expressly feminine
Bacchic rites. In Achilles, the adolescent makes the same decision. Gay uses these classical
accounts to link rape and a masculine gender script. In the Achilleid, Statius presents Achilles‟s
rape of Deidamia as a rite of passage to manhood, fostered through a god-like possession of the
other. Achilles laments the shame he feels dressing as a woman, describing himself as only a
pale shadow of his former self, a “ghost” (Statius I.617). Unlike Gay‟s Achilles, who at times
enjoys the ludic behavior, this Achilles chafes under it. Statius draws attention to the issue of
gender performance, yet he shies away from passing actual judgment on the masculine actions of
Achilles. In fact, a voice calling attention to the inherent violence of Achilles‟s masculine
assertion of power remains conspicuously absent, an absence that even downplays the violence
of the rape itself. Achilles “tiptoes back to the group, / finds the girl in the darkness, and takes
her by force, his desire / the master now of both fates, hers and his own” (I.626-28). The
narrator also says,
Deidamia cries out—in fear and pain? Or in pleasure?
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The grove rings with her rhythmic keening; the hillside echoes,
and on every side the women awake. They take it as a sign
that one of their number has been possessed somehow by the god
they have come to the grove to worship. (I.633-37)
As Achilles possesses Deidamia, the gods view this raw assertion of power as little more than the
nature of things, and the women give their implicit approval by equating the screams of a rape
victim with the ecstasy of possession of another kind. In Statius‟s version, Achilles even takes
on an apotheosized role of Bacchus, as the assertion of masculinity vis a vis rape becomes a
vehicle for the possessed frenzy of the Bacchic rite. The narrator‟s description of the rape
changes from choice to fate, and the rape is further described as “foreordained,” wherein “nature
demonstrate[s] what the gods / themselves know” (I.629, 631-2). In Gay‟s version, fate plays no
role in the crime, nor is Achilles presented as anything other than a human being. Gay uses the
rape to reassert a natural though unattractive male sex underneath the costume of gender.
Achilles has just spent a significant amount of the play in drag, showing that sex and gender are
not naturally aligned, yet he now exerts this natural sexuality through a power play for the king‟s
daughter that makes sex, separated out from gender, into the grounds of an authentic if brutal
sex/gender system. The rape illustrates that modern conceptions of gender difference are power
relationships, a question of who has power over whom, a question most often answered by
anatomical sex.
Possession of or power over another, Dugaw argues, typifies the patriarchal values
attached to the development of a man: “For an individual, the passage from boyhood to manhood
in the ancient world entailed sociopolitical changes as well as the shift to the active, penetrating
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role in sexual relations with women and boys” (Deep Play 229). By all accounts, Achilles has
completed this crucial step to manhood, penetrating Deidamia. If rape equals an assertion of
masculinity, then masculinity becomes a matter of domination, possession, and fulfilling the
self‟s will above the wish or protest of any others. Any resistance underscores the double-bind
in which women in the private sphere are placed—males are to attack, and women are to resist,
but only to a point, lest they undermine masculine authority. Gay deliberately clouds the nature
of Achilles and Deidamia‟s tryst. Regardless, as a result of Achilles‟s actions, Deidamia finds
herself pregnant, and Gay uses this pregnancy to juxtapose masculine and feminine honor.
Deidamia pities herself, asking, “Ah Pyrrha, Pyrrha, what is become of [my honor]?” (2.10.8).
The meaning of the complaint extends beyond virginity, as Deidamia realizes that her very
livelihood is now linked to Achilles. Furthermore, her use of his feminine name underscores the
shifting, now gendered meaning of honor. When Achilles asserts himself a man, he destroys his
very real friendship with Deidamia. He gives up something—real affection—in trade for his
“real” masculinity. Honor then becomes a gendered term with different meanings to each party,
rather than the independent value it contained when they were just friends. Only if Achilles
decides to marry Deidamia can she retain any sense of honor. Otherwise, her lost virginity and
infant paint her as tainted goods.
Gay tries to paint this situation as a lover‟s quarrel or a domestic spat. By keeping the
discussion of rape limited to the private sphere shared by Achilles and Deidamia, Gay can use
the emergence of Achilles‟s dominance over Deidamia to mirror the hero‟s emergent
masculinity. The audience plays witness to the domestic, private Achilles, implicitly aligned
with a feminine persona because of his time as Pyrrha. In private, Achilles still asks Deidamia to
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refer to him as Pyrrha, as Deidamia says, “But my dear Pyrrha (for you oblige me still to / call
you by that name)” (2.10.42-3). This request signals that Achilles consciously understands the
shifting gender identities he deploys. He is aware that a set of behaviors confirms both his
feminine and masculine identities, and, interestingly, the behaviors that Achilles uses to confirm
his gendered identity always occur first in the private sphere. The continued feminine naming of
Achilles reveals just how much has changed in the private sphere that he and Deidamia still
share. The sea change in Deidamia and Achilles‟s relationship stems from the obvious:
Deidamia‟s discovery that Achilles is a man and the subsequent rape. As Achilles‟s masculinity
begins to emerge, it demands that Deidamia submit. What was once a friendship of equally
gendered footing (two females) has been thrown into disarray by masculine domination.
Achilles asks, “When shall I behave my self as a Man?” Deidamia replies, “Wou‟d you had
never behav‟d yourself as one!” (2.10.9, 10). Deidamia clearly wishes their relationship could
return to its previous, feminized state, and even Achilles‟s continued insistence that Deidamia
call him Pyrrha suggests his conflicted state of mind. They both realize that gender has
introduced a power dynamic into their relationship, and both seem to wish that things would,
ironically, return to “normal,” even though both characters know they cannot.
Always a cultural critic, Gay‟s publication of rape mirrors the high-profile rape trial of
Colonel Francis Charteris in February 1730, a trial with which Gay and much of his audience
were undoubtedly familiar. Colonel Charteris went on trial for the rape of Ann Bond, one of his
serving maids, and “London in 1729-30 was in a ferment on the subject of rape, particularly the
rape of servants and underlings by masters and guardians” (Dugaw 223). The overtly aggressive
Lycomedes and Achilles both operate as stand-ins for the notorious “Rapemaster General,” as
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Charteris represents the rapacious male aggressor preying upon his defenseless female
subordinates, and thereby functions as a model of the domestic tyrannies Gay sets out with
Lycomedes and Achilles/Pyrrha. But as such a high-profile trial reveals the entanglement of
public and private spheres. The trial of Charteris had little to do with his role as a domestic
tyrant and more to do with the Walpole administration, with whom he was associated. Antony
E. Simpson argues, “It was [Charteris‟s] reputation as a renegade gentleman and a cheat, but
most of all as a cheat linked personally to Walpole, that brought him down” (42). Although
Simpson notes that “the image of Charteris became embedded in popular understanding as the
very epitome of the sexual beast, that variety of rake who specializes in victimization of the
helpless and achieves gratification through violence and the abuse of power” (30), he is quick to
point out that rape was rarely taken as seriously as this particular trial. Instead, it became an issue
when it served as a trope for abuse of power in the public sphere.
This high-profile rape case, then, cannot be seen as representative of all rape cases
brought to trial in England. Quite simply, says Simpson, “Respectable middle-class people in
eighteenth-century England had no deep-felt concern for the prosecution of aristocratic rapists”
(37). The April 9, 1730, issue of The Grub Street Journal characterized rape as “one of those
diversions which are proper only for Gentlemen” (1). To be sure, Grub Street employs a mock
narrator, akin to Swift‟s Modest Proposal. The writer makes light of such a serious crime,
insinuating that rape does not really exist when subjected to the gaze of humor: “Women of
fashion are too polite, to give any occasion for violence. And as for those of an inferior Rank,
they ought to be punished for refusing what they have no right to deny” (1). But if it were not
for people who genuinely felt this way, there would be no need to satirize that stance on the
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issue. Achilles fits this view as a heroic male in disguise; his authority is secured by a class
structure that affirms his masculine dominance as part of his larger social privilege. Simpson
attributes this lackadaisical attitude primarily to a societal resignation encouraged by the justice
system. Paraphrasing Douglas Hay, he notes, “The criminal justice system of eighteenth-century
England was the principal mechanism through which the state could express dominant values
and discourage breaches of them” (36). Those dominant values included the incorporation of
gender into the arrangements of power that confirmed male privilege over the sexual autonomy
of women, even in cases of rape. Gauging the general reception of rape in eighteenth-century
England, Gay‟s audience may have taken issue with Lycomedes‟s rape of Achilles/Pyrrha (as it
represents a threat to male honor and authority) more so than it did Achilles‟s ravishing of
Deidamia. Such a split, however, returns us to the notion that Gay is not really writing a play
about rape, but rather about the nature of gender scripts and the delicate balance that society
attempts to maintain between public and private behavior. Achilles‟s honor and masculinity then
become an issue of public performance rather than domestically motivated action.

The Right Stuff
Ultimately, gender scripts, grounded by a presumptively “natural” embodied authority,
are normalized on stage, but Gay deftly undercuts this normalization, illustrating the
performativity that drives the public sphere. The ballad opera‟s final moments provide the
crucible wherein the “genius” of the characters, or their true nature, supposedly emerges.
Ulysses and company, disguised as merchants, arrive at the court of Lycomedes with a typically
clever Ulyssean plan to force Achilles into revealing himself. While showing the ladies of court
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various dresses, jewels, etc., Ulysses reveals a suit of armor and its accoutrements that enthrall
Achilles. “This very Sword seems fitted to my Hand,” he says (3.10.83). Ulysses then says to
Diomedes, “That intrepid Air! That / Godlike Look! It must be He! His Nature, his Disposition
/ shews him through the Disguise” (3.10.87-9). Ulysses is sure they have found their man, and
he claims to recognize Achilles by nature. Achilles at this point reveals his true sex, or at least
his biological sex, but through the distinctly cultural project of adorning the body. Shopping,
paradoxically enough, reveals Achilles in a way that not even his rape of Deidamia does.
Ulysses lures out Achilles with products that a proper masculinity dictates; as a man looking to
prove his masculinity, Achilles goes for the swords and armor the same way men today might
shop for hunting equipment or expensive sports cars.
Not surprisingly, the newly masculinized Achilles lodges his power in the phallic image
of the sword, conflating his private and public authority; Achilles has asserted masculinity within
the private sphere by exerting sexual control over Deidamia, and he now asserts his masculinity
in the public sphere by announcing his identity and intentions to go to Troy. The extended
analogy between clothing and armor suggests that just as Achilles prepares for war by dressing
in his armor, which protects his physical person from others, men and women also use gear to
shield their true identities from their compatriots. In the case of Achilles, the armor suggests just
how complex gender identity can be. Though it appears to be a fitting signifier for his
masculinity, it is also proof that he cannot fulfill Ulysses‟s essentialized idea of masculinity
without some sort of gear to help him.
Women in Achilles respond with similar essentialist positions on clothing and armor.
Philoe, one of Lycomedes‟s daughters, reacts to the armor with fascinating indignation. Her
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sister Lesbia jokes, “They can at / least equip us for the Camp,” to which Philoe replies, “Nay,
Lesbia, for that Matter it might serve many a / stiff awkward Creature that we see every Day in
the Drawing- / room; for their Dress is every way as absurd and preposterous” (3.10.74-5, 77-8).
Lesbia‟s suggestion that women too, can dress up and play soldier further complicates gender
expectations. Just as Achilles dresses in petticoats, so too can a woman dress in male garb. Still,
Philoe rejects the idea of playing soldier, opting instead to analogize the armor with the
cumbersome dress of the public sphere. She analogizes the armor as drawing-room clothing
because she codes public sphere dialogue as a battle, wherein the “dress” is just as cumbersome
as a suit of armor.

Belinda‟s “sevenfold fence” in The Rape of the Lock is a similar example,

and works particularly well here since the “sevenfold fence” is a reference to Achilles‟s
“sevenfold shield” in The Iliad.
Upon the release of Achilles, the most virulent criticism surrounded Gay‟s treatment of
gear and commodities in this very scene. Atax Burnet, the pseudonymous author of Achilles
Dissected, admonishes the ladies for their fascination with the armor, which he links with “too
forward approaches to our sex” (13). Burnet further elaborates upon this linkage, saying, “And
when the Merchants appear with their RARITIES, brought from all Parts of the World, upon one
of the Ladies asking the Particulars of them, they answer, Madam, WE have all KINDS of
THINGS! Aye, says she, turning to the rest; that’s what we want” (14). By conflating women
with these commodities, Burnet belies a prevailing male anxiety that women too, can use gear to
help them perform a gender role. Furthermore, the phallic power that rests in these “things” is
alienated from the male body per se; it is phallic in the sense that it stands in for a lack. For men,
these suits of armor represent a normalized sexuality, in which the armor is a prop to masculine
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authority that preserves the illusion of its natural supremacy, but for the women, the fascination
with masculine garb reveals a ludic set of possibilities lodged within the costumes. The armor
itself becomes a powerful symbol of both authority and play, depending on which gender decides
to put it on.
Gay‟s use of Achilles ultimately critiques this duplicitous nature of the public sphere, for
which the domestic sphere acts as the crucible of not only public identity, but also public
authority. Here, the masculine gender script reaches its zenith through a “specific configuration
of sexual features” that allows men public success (Armstrong, “Rise” 96), which Gay clearly
represents when Achilles reveals his masculine self. Victor Turner acknowledges that ludic
behavior is “highly critical of the status quo as a whole or in part,” yet he also notes that ludic
behavior “seek[s] to legitimate the prevailing social and cultural mores and political orders” (40).
Achilles does “legitimate” prevailing social and cultural mores as he returns to a masculine
gender script, but such a return proves a hollow and tacit approval of this normalization. More
illuminating is viewing Gay through Turner‟s conception of satire, which follows a “ritual of
reversal form, indicating that disorder is no permanent substitute for order” (40). Gay, however,
also realizes that while “chaos is the alternative to cosmos … i.e., the traditional order of culture
… [society] can for a brief while have a whale of a good time being chaotic, in some saturnalian
or lupercalian revelry, some charivari, or institutionalized orgy” (41).
In exploring ludic behavior, Gay‟s satire does have a whale of a good time. His
burlesque suggests that while the wholesale violation of emerging gender scripts is not a viable
alternative to a gendered, embodied authority, such gender exploration has its pleasures and uses.
Gay uses a seeming return to order to mirror the fundamental injustices of a two sex system and
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its restraint of feminine agency. Thus, we might think of Gay as using the stage as a space for
rational-critical dialogue, wherein the bodies of his characters and the authority mapped onto
them through gender scripts act as texts to be read. The ludic play of Achilles and the eventual
return to normalcy proves a powerful satiric strategy, as Gay maneuvers his audience into a
comic acknowledgment of the instability of the sex/gender system through the purposefully
unsatisfying ending he provides his audience.
Ulysses verbalizes this reordered domestic space through a heavily gendered feline image
created by Achilles‟s assertion of masculinity:
Thus when the Cat had once all Woman‟s Graces;
Courtship, Marriage won her Embraces:
Forth lept a Mouse; she, forgetting Enjoyment
Quits her fond Spouse for her former Employment. (3.12.84-7)
Ulysses equates Achilles with a cat who has “woman‟s graces.” Achilles, in Ulysses‟s burlesque
account, acts as a feline female focused upon courtship and marriage. This “cat” soon forgets
her presumed identity, however, as the mouse—war—makes her quit said identity in favor of her
true nature. Achilles‟s overwhelming heroism and masculinity is undermined by this image of
“feline fickleness” which hardly befits the most impassioned warrior of all history (Nokes 532).
Dugaw best summarizes the implications of Achilles as cat by arguing, “This reduction of heroic
tradition to the antics of feline appetites hovers, with grim irony over the artful little tune” (241).
Ulysses, who “reads” Achilles through his disguise, commits the final gendered power move by
reducing Achilles to a feminized cat for exposing his “nature,” which a true masculine man
would always keep disguised beneath the public robes of culture. The “artful little tune” the
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Chorus contributes to support Ulysses‟s proclamation of a return to order, and succinctly ends
the play:
Nature breaks forth at the Moment unguarded;
Through all Disguise she herself must betray.
Heav‟n with Success hath our Labours rewarded;
Let‟s with Achilles our Genius obey. (3.12.88-91)
This return to normalcy is linked closely with gender expectations, but Gay‟s final lines
constitute a send-up of Achilles and the rest of the masculine gang; as Achilles has shown,
masculine behavior clearly has nothing to do with nature or genius, but rather with control over
others, a realization hopefully not lost on the audience. Embodied authority has reordered
domestic spaces in name only, and then at the expense of women, who, by being controlled, have
helped to prop up the idea of masculinity. Achilles promises to marry Deidamia, but only after
returning from the Trojan War, which he of course never does, and Deidamia must now raise a
bastard. The play‟s end, in fact, does little or nothing to resolve the plot issues Gay introduces.
This abrupt ending reveals the profound anxiety Gay himself felt over embodied authority and
public sphere participation. An unresolved play mirrors the unresolved issues Gay saw around
him every day.
In Achilles, Gay‟s ending reveals his characters as “culture-bearing creatures,” who reflect
the risks of negotiating the cultural matrix at any given time (Dugaw, Deep Play 27). These
risks reinforce the ludic notions at work in Gay‟s satire, exemplifying the author‟s skill at
“gather[ing] individuals into a mercurial interplay of anticipation, negotiation, risk, selfinterested exchange, and transmutations of value” (Dugaw, Deep Play 19). In this ludic and
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mercurial interplay, the culture-bearing Achilles becomes as much as he moves in and out of
feminine then masculine costuming. Petticoats do not code Achilles as feminine for long.
Neither can armor make Achilles a man, but dominating Deidamia and deciding to go to war
does. His participation in scripts of masculine dominance appear to be, like costuming, theatrical
gestures and thus the trappings rather then the essence of a performative self. The ambivalent
balance Achilles attempts to strike between his feminine and masculine person(i/ae) personify
anticipation, negotiation, and self-interested exchange, all of which reifies Achilles as the locus
for the audience‟s gender anxieties. Nokes says, “Characters see in [Achilles] exactly what their
desires and fears dictate” (530).
Manipulating the negotiation of gender in the private and public spheres, Gay emphasizes
in this self-interested exchange an image of what Michael Warner terms “negative freedom.”
Warner says, “To be properly public require[s] that one rise above, or set aside, one‟s private
interests and expressive nature” (40). Achilles has established himself according to a masculine
gender script by temporarily setting aside his private interest in masculine privilege, but at the
price of his ludic freedom. He forfeits his ability to move freely between the ordered public
sphere and the liminal domestic. Gay‟s sham attempt at a return to normalcy further illustrates
this negative freedom, as his attempts to return his ludic “Others” to their
normal gender roles “emanat[es] from culturally imposed frames of a patriarchally oriented
discourse, [which] mark[s] the bodies of such „Others‟ as inherently transgressive” (Spackman
12).
But in the ending of Achilles, the proverbial cat is out of the bag. The ordering of
gender is nothing more than an act, a salve on the public priority of masculinity over femininity
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as an expression of the natural order of things. Gay‟s halfhearted heteronormalization
underscores the disruption caused by the ludic body. For Gay, the bodily discourse exemplifies
the patriarchal presumptions of embodied authority in masculine gender scripts that undergird
the construction of the public sphere, but even the nature of the body seems less secure as the
bedrock of gender by the end of Gay‟s burlesque.
Although sexuality may be defined within a domestic sphere, public performance of
gender still establishes the accepted norms, writing itself into the two sex model in the form of
normalized, physiological responses to gender scripts, like Achilles‟ reaction to the armor. For
Gay, the eighteenth-century conception of the public depends upon gender scripts which attempt
to fill the power vacuum of devolved absolutism. In exposing the public sphere‟s costuming of
gender roles, Achilles remains a powerful play in the context of current discussions surrounding
the nature of the personal as political, and the nature of authority, both political and cultural, in
our society. Like most of Gay‟s satires, Achilles makes a subtle argument about the
“performative nature” of gender, in whose shadow Gay seems content to lurk, fooling people
into realizing their own and their culture‟s shortcomings through the gaze of humor. His humor
attempts to shed light on identity politics as a fundamental relationship between sex, gender, and
agency that produces a provisional authority masquerading as something natural.
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Conclusion

Gay‟s theatrical project situates gender as the locus of power relations in the domestic
sphere. His male characters repeatedly appropriate different aspects of the domestic to prop up a
social construction of masculinity. From the construction of these masculinities arise the
personal tyrannies to which Gay most objects. He undermines the notion that the domestic
somehow exists as a “natural” space that gives rise to a “natural” sex. In this sense, Gay might
be viewed as a progressive, especially considering his modern outlook on the domestic. He
views its inhabitants sympathetically. Gay, however, was an essentially conservative playwright.
He had no taste for disorder and chaos. His plays always end with order restored, but
uncomfortably so. Through the use of humor, Gay deflates the order that he seemingly endorses.
Clinket is left to write plays, Polly operates as an indictment on contractarian marriage, and
Achilles‟s assertion of masculinity depends on performance and props. Thus, Gay invites his
audience both to confirm and deny the order afforded by a sex/gender system. The emergent
sex/gender system does sustain the patriarchy. It confirms and anchors social authority in the
wake of the devolution of absolutism. A sex/gender system succeeds in making explicit what
was once tacit. Gay also recognizes, however, that this order comes with a cost. Gay‟s female
characters reveal that such a system also fixes the boundaries of the private and public spheres,
relegating women to the domestic. The shifting gender identities are often normalized (the great
exception being Clinket), and fluidity is replaced with a cold rigidity. It would be misguided to
suggest that Gay saw a constant state of gender play as a viable alternative to an emerging
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sex/gender system, but Gay‟s satire does draw attention to the inherent inequalities that a
sex/gender system propagates.
It would also be misguided to suggest that women were oppressed only when ideas of sex
and gender became more explicit. With Gay‟s drama, what we witness is a coming to terms with
new rationalizations of the power structure of gender. The cultural construction of a binary
sex/gender system based on the nature/behavior split attempts to account for the anxieties
connected to a deteriorating patrilineal system, or at least one facing a very real crisis of identity.
Gay‟s characters‟ gender play destabilizes these categories, which were rapidly becoming more
and more concrete in the culture of eighteenth century England. His realism aims to expose the
systematic exchange of power that occurs in a sex/gender system, as well as to reveal these
inequalities to his audience. As a master of satire, Gay‟s endings always leave the final joke on
the audience; they either understand that Gay implicates them as complicit in the
institutionalization of a sex/gender system, or they do not and they blithely celebrate the
affirmation of order that his endings can present.
Gay also understood the queerness of the position of a Clinket, Polly, or Achilles whose
self-representation at once empowered and disenfranchised, caught between older and emerging
ideologies. What Gay sees as problematic about the public sphere is the same thing that Michael
Warner surmises Habermas found lacking about it as well: “The important point for [Habermas]
is that the emancipatory potential of the public sphere was abandoned rather than radicalized and
that changing conditions have now made its realization more difficult than ever” (49). The
public sphere gives little to empower the private, ludic being, and Gay notices that the emerging
sex/gender system does not either (at least for women). Gay‟s drama concerns itself with how
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the cultural recognition of “gender” came to function as important social norm in regulating
power and self-representation, and thus how it motivated constructions of gender that
comprehend the confluence of political and economic forces that still shape our private and
public behavior.
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